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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable presents the high-level UP2DATE architecture for Mixed-criticality Cyber 
Physical Systems (MCCPS) with support for regular safe and secure software updates. This 
deliverable is the result of the activities carried out in tasks T3.2 (“Definition of UP2DATE 
Safety and Security (SASE) Architecture”) and T3.3 (“Continuous safety and security 
assessment”). The aim of these tasks in their first period was to develop the concepts and 
theoretical aspects of the architecture. T3.2 is related to the elaboration of an architecture 
style that fulfils the project goals. T3.3 provides a safety and security view to the architecture 
from T3.2 for aligning the foundational UP2DATE concepts with reference safety and security 
standards.  

The architecture is based on WP2 requirements, that have been combined and complemented 
with safety and security requirements from standards. The resulting requirements involve not 
only designing a dependable architecture, but also defining a safe and secure update 
management procedure and update execution process. The defined reference architecture 
complies with this process and requirements, which is comprised of three main components: 
a server, an MCCPS gateway and end-devices. The architecture is defined at high-level by 
specifying its main building blocks and generic architectural services. The detail of each 
building block and service will be then defined in the corresponding work packages and 
implemented in future project tasks. The reference architecture presented in this report 
constitutes a starting point for the concept assessment process with certification authorities 
as well as to guide the project implementation activities that will be later evaluated through 
the project use-cases.  

 

This deliverable is released at the same time with deliverables D3.1, D4.1 and D5.1 from WP3, 
WP4 and WP5. Due the strong bonds in terms of concepts and content (explained in Section 
2.2), the authors would like to suggest the following deliverable reading order: 

 

Figure 1: Suggested M15 deliverable reading order 

  

D3.2 D3.1 D5.1 D4.1
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2 INTRODUCTION 

Current trends forecast that Over-The-Air Software Updates (OTASU), will play an important 
role for overcoming the emerging challenges on critical systems [1], such as: 

▪ The transition from simple, predictable and isolated proven-in-use safety-critical 
systems to complex and interconnected solutions with higher computing power, 
which hinders the process of guaranteeing the lack of residual faults in the system 
as required by functional safety standards [2-4]. 

▪ The extended connectivity of critical systems brings potential cyber-security 
threats that become essential to keep the system up to date with the latest security 
patches [1, 5-7]. 

These challenges lead to the need of continuously improving the system based on the 
experience acquired over its lifetime. In this regard, OTASU offer several benefits in terms of 
bug fixing after system deployment, adding new functionality and solving security 
vulnerabilities [1, 5-7]. These benefits make OTASU a key technology to stay competitive in 
many safety-critical markets. For instance, in the automotive domain it is not rare to find 
automakers that have recently adopted over-the-air updates on non-critical system software 
[8]. The next natural step is to extend OTASU to the whole vehicle, including safety-critical 
software, an area where for the moment most mainstream manufacturers stand aside. This is 
due to the potential severe consequences of their malfunction and the strict certification 
requirements of such systems [8, 9]. 

With the aim of addressing those certification requirements, Section 3 of this deliverable 
presents a combined safety and security software update management procedure based on 
current functional safety and cyber-security standards. Among the different phases of this 
update management procedure, the main focus of UP2DATE in general, and this deliverable 
in particular, is on the definition of processes and architectural solutions for the safe and 
secure update realization. Accordingly, Section 4 presents the reference UP2DATE 
architecture style that has been defined based on safety and security requirements from 
standards and project requirements gathered in previous WP2 deliverable D2.1 [10]. Section 
5, Section 6 and Section 7 detail the services and three main building blocks of this architecture 
which are the server, MCCPS gateway and end-devices respectively. This reference 
architecture constitutes the baseline to start the concept review process with certification 
authorities in subsequent project activities as well as to guide the project implementation 
activities that will be later evaluated through the project use-cases. For the latter, in order to 
guarantee the future instantiation of the reference architecture to the project use-cases, their 
specific needs are also considered in Section 8. Section 9 concludes with a summary of the 
deliverable. Finally, given the high amount of terminology and with the purpose of providing 
a better and common understanding of UP2DATE deliverables, Section 10 provides a 
definition of most relevant project-wide terms. The defined terms are denoted in italics 
throughout the deliverable. At the end of the report, Appendix A lists the reformulated project 
requirements as the result of combining D2.1 with safety and security standards. These 
requirements are referred throughout the report with identifiers RPRO (process 
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requirements), RUCY (update cycle requirements), RACH (architecture requirements) and 
RPLT (platform requirements). 

2.1 Scope of this deliverable  

The work reported in this deliverable is the result of the initial activities carried out in tasks 
T3.2 (“Definition of UP2DATE SASE Architecture”) and T3.3 (“Continuous safety and security 
assessment”) which are highly related and last until M27 of the project. The aim of the first 
period of these tasks was to set the basis and reference architecture for future project 
implementation tasks and for initiating the concept assurance process with an external 
certification authority. In this regard, it is worth highlighting the novelty of UP2DATE research 
contributions and that software update approaches are still not “common practice” in the 
safety-critical industry. To reduce this conceptual gap, the architecture and safety-security 
concept definitions are addressed following an incremental strategy. Accordingly, this report 
is the first of a series of three deliverables defined in the Description of Action: 

▪ D3.2 Initial UP2DATE Architecture definition, due on m15. This report describes 
the first version of the architecture which is built upon a joint safety and security 
update management procedure. Both the procedure and the architecture are 
based on a combination of project requirements with safety and security 
requirements coming from standards. For the sake of simplicity, this initial version 
focuses on domain-independent generic functional safety (IEC 61508 [11]) and 
cybersecurity (IEC 62443 [12]) standards. These standards are then used as 
reference for many domain specific adaptations (e.g., ISO 26262 [13]/ EN 5012x 
[14, 15] for functional safety or ISO 21434 [16]/ TS 50701 [17](under development) 
for security) and they therefore share many commonalities. Using these standards 
as baseline limits the effort required for adapting the solution to different domains 
in a future. As an exception, this deliverable also considers the UNECE WP.29 [18] 
regulation, that although it is specific for the automotive domain, it explicitly 
covers the topic of safe and secure over-the-air software updates and the authors 
consider it of interest from early architecture definitions. 

▪ D3.3 Mid UP2DATE Architecture definition, due on m21. This deliverable will 
report the mid version of the architecture. This version will extend D3.2 with 
further details on the safety and security design considerations, mechanisms and 
arguments on the different update approaches and architecture. This refinement 
will be based on a security risk analysis and evaluation as well as a Failure Mode 
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) of the initial architecture. With the resulting safety and 
security concept, initial assessment meetings will be held with a certification 
authority. Additionally, this deliverable will also include architecture redesigns 
required as a result of project implementation tasks. 

▪ D3.4 Final UP2DATE Architecture safety-security concept, due on m27. This will 
be the final version of the UP2DATE architecture and its SASE concept. As in the 
previous case, it will include an incremental redesign of the architecture based on 
implementation improvements and on the feedback of the certification 
authorities. In addition, this final version will also consider and report the 
implications of adapting the proposed solution to domain specific standards (e.g., 
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EN 5012x, ISO 26262, ISO 21434, TS 50701) and frameworks such as AUTOSAR [19] 
and ARINC-653 [20]. 

According to the above description, this is an evolutionary document and the contents and 
architecture described on it are subject to improvements and future adaptations during the 
course of the aforementioned project tasks. It shall be noted that the reference architecture 
aims at describing all necessary safety and security implications and mechanisms of the 
UP2DATE approach and architecture for evaluating the future certifiability of the concept 
according to established standards. However, in the scope of a research project, the later 
implementation and certification of the solution according to functional safety and 
cybersecurity standards is not usually feasible in terms of development efforts and costs. For 
this reason, the future implementation of the architectural prototype of UP2DATE in other 
WPs will be aligned with this reference architecture but will not necessarily meet with all 
SASE considerations defined in the SASE concept, as developing an industry ready, high TRL, 
certified solution is out of the scope of UP2DATE. For instance, the reference architecture of 
this deliverable calls for the integration of a certifiable hypervisor, defines the services it shall 
provide and refers to existing commercial hypervisors that fulfil those prerequisites. However 
then, the UP2DATE prototype will be built based on an open-source hypervisor that provides 
higher flexibility and controllability to integrate project specific innovative contributions. In 
this regard, Section 8 describes how the reference architecture will be mapped to the project 
prototypes for use-case evaluation. 

2.2 Relation to other UP2DATE deliverables 

The UP2DATE requirements deliverable (D2.1) [10] served as the primary input for the 
architecture definition. In the present document, these requirements have been reformulated 
to contemplate the safety and security requirements from selected standards. At the time of 
identifying the relevant SASE requirements, the safety and security countermeasures that 
resulted from the preliminary safety and security analysis of deliverable D2.3 [21] have also 
been considered. The present deliverable defines the update management procedure, 
execution process and architecture to comply with the resulting requirements that are listed 
in Appendix A. The requirement tables in this appendix provide traceability of the 
reformulated requirements with those coming from D2.1 and D2.3. 

This deliverable is released at the same time (month M15) with deliverables D3.1 (“Definition 
of relevant SASE criteria for contracts”), D4.1 (“UP2DATE Middleware foundations”) and D5.1 
(“Initial Monitoring and Controllability report”) from WP3, WP4 and WP5 respectively. 
Together, these deliverables constitute the theoretical basis of UP2DATE, since each of them 
discusses a piece of the foundation of the project (see Figure 3). The present deliverable has 
its strongest link with D3.1 as both deal with the same objective of guaranteeing the safety 
and security of the UP2DATE solution. However, in this initial SASE architecture definition 
phase, each of it covers a different aspect of the overall UP2DATE safety and security strategy 
(Figure 2), and then both will be considered for the safety and security concept review with 
certification authorities in subsequent project phases. The defined approach is aligned with 
IEC 63069 technical report [22], which has the purpose of providing guidance on the common 
application of IEC 61508 and IEC 62443. 
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Figure 2: UP2DATE Safety and Security approach (relation with D3.1) 

D3.2 deals with the adoption of security and safety countermeasures on the architecture. 
Security countermeasures aim to protect the system from attackers based on the wilful attack 
catalogue (A.*) from the MAGERIT risk analysis methodology [23] and IEC 62443 
countermeasures obtained in previous D2.3 deliverable. Similarly, safety countermeasures 
cope with systematic and random faults in the architecture by the adoption of quality 
management and diagnostic mechanisms required by functional safety standards. Regarding 
the update execution procedure, D3.1 analyses the potential failure modes that could be 
introduced by the update and impact on the safety or security of the system. To this end, the 
catalogue of unintentional errors, and failures (E.*) from MAGERIT is also considered. To avoid 
and control these errors and failures, the project introduces the concept of SASE properties 
defined in D3.1. SASE properties specify the dependencies and constraints of system software 
components and undelaying hardware and they will be used throughout the update procedure 
to continuously evaluate (before, during and after update execution) whether the safety and 
security of the system is preserved with the update. 

As depicted in Figure 3, the mechanisms to define and evaluate these SASE properties are then 
defined in D4.1 (based on design-by-contracts [24] [25] approaches combined with additional 
constraint checking services). At the same time, the implementation of these contracts and 
constraints requires techniques and metrics for measuring those SASE properties, which are 
referred as SASE metrics and defined in D5.1. Finally, D5.1 also refines the monitoring 
middleware architecture of the present deliverable with the evaluation and selection of 
specific tools to realize this monitoring. 
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Figure 3: UP2DATE M15 deliverable’s relationship 

In addition, the update process, reference architecture and SASE requirements of this report 
will be used as baseline for the definition and implementation of online and runtime updating 
approaches in WP4 (in future D4.2 and D4.3 deliverables). Regarding the use cases, the 
present document gives an overview of the applicability of the reference architecture on 
them, which will be complemented by future WP6 activities that will result in a detailed 
description of use-case application requirements in D6.1 and D6.2 as planned in the DoA. 
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3 SOFTWARE UPDATE MANAGEMENT AND STANDARDS 

Software updates or modifications in general have a very different treatment and relevance 
on the safety and security-critical domains. This difference is highly motivated by the 
asymmetric impact that in-service experience has in both domains [6, 26]:  

▪ In the safety domain, product operation hours and history, together with field 
failure data, are key indicators to gain evidence on the absence of systematic 
design faults in a product. As a result, confidence increases with the time in service. 

▪ On the contrary, in the security domain, new security flaws and weaknesses are 
disclosed every day and the security trust level decreases over time. 

For this reason, modifications on safety-critical systems involve costly and time-consuming 
procedures and, while contemplated in standards, they are usually limited to unavoidable 
maintenance activities like solving a systematic fault that caused an incident or adapting to 
new or amended safety legislations [11]. When it comes to security, many protection 
mechanisms adopted in the design become obsolete over time and software updates are then 
crucial to maintain or restore the security level required by the system. 

In this chapter we provide a brief overview of the software update or modification 
management procedures on functional safety and cyber-security standards and regulations 
(see Figure 4) that have been considered for the definition of the safety and security 
requirements. 

 
Figure 4: Functional safety and cybersecurity standards and regulations  

As stated in the introduction, this version of the deliverable is mostly focused on domain 
independent standards highlighted in Figure 4 (i.e., IEC 61508 for functional safety and IEC 
62443 for cyber-security). These standards are used as reference for domain specific 
adaptations such as ISO 26262 / EN 5012x for functional safety or ISO 21434 / TS 50701 (under 
development) for security, what reduces the future adaptation effort to them. In addition to 
standards, the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) of the United 
Nation Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) establishes regulatory instruments 
concerning motor vehicles and their equipment [27]. In contrast to standards, the compliance 
with these regulations is a prerequisite for international vehicle type approval. UNECE WP.29, 
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a recent (January 2021) new regulation on cybersecurity in the automotive domain, explicitly 
covers the topic of safe and secure over-the-air software update management (SUMS) [28]. 
For this reason, we have also considered the requirements from this regulation from early 
architecture definitions. While UNECE WP.29 sets the minimum requirements concerning 
software updates, it does not include detailed guidance for translating these requirements 
into practical implementation solutions. To fill this gap, a new international standard is under 
development for the automotive domain, titled ISO 24089 “Road vehicles – Software update 
engineering” [29]. For the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing, there is no 
counterpart considering software updates for the railway domain. 

3.1 Functional safety standards 

The maintenance of safety-critical systems is an integral part of the safety lifecycle of 
functional safety standards such as IEC 61508. The main goal of maintenance activities is 
ensuring that the functional safety of the system is maintained during operation by identifying 
systematic faults and assessing whether the failure rates are in accordance with the 
assumptions made during system design. 

According to IEC 61508-3, unlike hardware, software cannot be maintained, and therefore, 
any incident caused by a software systematic failure requires a software modification. For this 
reason, the software safety development process also requires the definition of software 
operation and modification procedures to ensure that the software systematic capability is 
maintained during and after any modification. IEC 61508-1 shows an example of such 
modification procedure which is shown in Figure 5 below. 

This procedure starts with the initiation of the modification by a modification request and 
then focuses in three main steps: (i) analysis of the impact of the modification, (ii) subsequent 
update of the Hazard and Risk Analysis (HARA) and (iii) the approval to implement the 
modification based on the results of the impact analysis (i.e., modification authorisation). 
Then, in the cases where the modification has an impact on functional safety, it shall initiate 
a return to the appropriate safety lifecycle phase. The standard does not explicitly 
contemplate the concept of software update execution while the system is in operation and 
it does not provide any specific guidance on such execution or deployment process for the 
modification. Instead, it requires repeating all subsequent phases of the lifecycle as those 
followed on regular safety system development processes. The lifecycle phases that shall be 
repeated depend upon the outcomes of the impact analysis and more particularly on the 
number and criticality of affected software modules. The standard recommends either 
reverifying the changed software module and the affected ones (if any), revalidating the 
complete system or alternatively using regression validation to check if the modification 
caused a new error and that previously working components are still working as expected.  
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Figure 5: Example of modification procedure according to IEC 61508 

3.2 Security standards and regulations 

Unlike functional safety standards, cyber-security standards (IEC 62443) and UNECE 
regulations shed some light on the management and adoption of software updates on critical 
systems by providing guidance and explicit requirements.  

3.2.1 IEC 62443 

The ISA/IEC-62443 is a series of standards, technical reports, and related information that 
define procedures and requirements for implementing electronically secure Industrial 
Automation and Control Systems (IACS) [7]. Patching is a key area of the maintenance phase 
of the security lifecycle model of IEC 62443. In contrast to functional safety standards, the IEC 
62443 defines software patch related requirements and provides a specific technical 
document focusing on patch management (IEC 62443-2-3 [30]). This document gives patching 
guidance for product suppliers and asset owners on the processes and procedures required 
for patch management based on the workflow of Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: IEC 62443 IACS patch management workflow 

For each of the phases of the workflow, the standard defines the steps and activities involved 
and recommendations for performing them. In this sense, the IEC 62443-2-3 technical 
document includes a patch lifecycle, which defines a series of states through which a patch 
passes from the time that it is available by a product supplier until it is rejected or installed by 
the service provider or asset owner. A patching process is usually accomplished as follows: 

1. Initially, an asset inventory is accomplished by the product supplier, in which the 
information related to updateable devices, the software and patch versions in use is 
collected in order to take risk-based patch management decisions. 

2. Monitoring and evaluation refer to the actions to determine if the patch is applicable 
and its impact on the system and the environment. To aid in the process of taking the 
decision of installing the patch, this step includes a risk assessment to evaluate the 
risks associated to the patch and those mitigated by it. 

3. Patch testing relates to all activities for verifying the correctness of the security patch. 
This includes testing the patch before the installation, authenticating it to ensure that 
it comes from a trusted source and validating that the patch will not negatively impact 
on the performance, safety or reliability of the system. 

4. Patch deployment and installation is the process from new patch notification, until its 
distribution and installation.  

5. Verification and reporting are used for guaranteeing that the patch is installed, and 
that the vulnerability has been mitigated. 

This procedure is also aligned with the recommended patch management practice defined by 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security [31]. 

3.2.2 UNECE 

The UNECE WP.29 regulation on cybersecurity is broken down into 4 concrete areas: (i) risk 
management, (ii) security-by-design, (iii) detection and response to security incidents and (iv) 
safe and secure software updates. The requirements for software updates are split into: (i) 
software update management system (SUMS) requirements, (ii) requirements for safe update 
execution, and (iii) software identification requirements. 
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In this regulation UNECE defines a recommended process for managing software updates, 
which is shown in Figure 7. This process requires additional steps when the certification 
criteria of vehicles get impacted by an update. In these cases, an extension of the certificate 
shall be requested and approved by the type-approval authority. Then the update shall be 
delivered using a certified system and its identification information appropriately recorded. 
The type authority periodically reviews the validity of the defined process and decisions. 

 

Figure 7: UNECE software update flow diagram  

3.3 UP2DATE update management procedure 

As we have seen in previous subsections, each standard or regulation covers software updates 
in a different manner, however all three of them require the definition of a procedure 
(RPRO_01). While safety standards do not consider updates per se, they define the 
requirements and recommended procedures for modification management. These 
procedures can be complemented with cyber-security standards that provide additional 
guidance for the management and deployment of software updates. In fact, there is a growing 
awareness for combining both safety and security throughout the life-cycle. The IEC TR 63069 
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[22] technical report, which has the purpose of providing guidance on the common application 
of IEC 61508 and IEC 62443, states that the security software patch management procedure 
should be compatible with safety processes. It highlights the importance of reviewing safety 
modifications by security experts and performing a safety impact analysis before executing 
security-related patches [6]. Accordingly, in UP2DATE we combine the previously explained 
modification and update workflows from IEC 61508, IEC 62443 and UNECE to define the joint 
safety-security update procedure of Figure 8 (RPRO_01). 

 

Figure 8: Combined safety-security update management procedure 

The different activities that comprise the update procedure of Figure 8 can be classified into: 

1. Functional safety and cybersecurity management (FSM-CSM): set of activities and 
responsibilities to be carried-out during the safety/security issue addressing and 
update procedure to guarantee functional safety and security of the system. This 
includes the safe and secure software lifecycle for the re-design and re-verification of 
the software update. Depending on the result of the Impact analysis, different 
decisions can be taken, like reverifying only the updated or affected software, or the 
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complete system (RPRO_05). This decision shall be appropriately documented in the 
Impact analysis. 

2. Non-critical update development: re-design and re-verification activities for the 
development of non-safety or security critical software updates. 

3. Update realization: workflow for the safe and secure execution of software updates 
(also referred as update-cycle). This activity is the one with highest impact on the 
architecture definition and therefore the main focus of this deliverable. 

4. Documentation: recording of all relevant information related to the update (i.e., 
impact analysis report, HARA, update authorization, new certificate, update log). 

While the activities in 1, 2 and 4 can be accomplished by widely accepted functional safety 
and cybersecurity management activities, there are no officially recognised procedures and 
implementations for the safe and secure update realization. Therefore, the main focus of 
UP2DATE in general and in this deliverable in particular is on the definition of the process 
and architectural solutions for the safe and secure update realization.  

Table 1 specifies how each activity of the process is related to the considered standards and 
regulation and the UP2DATE requirements (Appendix A) that contemplates it. 

Table 1: Update management procedure relation to standards 

 U2D REQ IEC 61508 IEC 62443 UNECE 

Update 
initiation 

RPRO_02 
Safety 

modification 
request 

Security 
vulnerability 

identification and 
information 

gathering 

New update 

Impact and risk 
analysis 

RPRO_03 Impact analysis 

Impact, criticality 
and risk assessment 
(within monitoring 

and evaluation 
activity) 

Evaluation of 
certification 

criteria 

Update 
authorization 

RPRO_04 

Authorization to 
carry out the 

required 
modifications 

Determine if the 
patch is applicable 

and solves 
vulnerability 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

Safe and 
secure SW 

development-
process 

RPRO_04, 
RPRO_05 

Initiate a return 
to an appropriate 

phase of the 
safety lifecycle 

Patch development 
according to secure 
lifecycle and patch 

testing 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

Extension or 
new certificate 

RPRO_04 

According to 
safety lifecycle 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

Contact type 
approval authority 

and obtain an 
extension or new 

certificate 
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 U2D REQ IEC 61508 IEC 62443 UNECE 

Safe and 
secure update 

execution 
RPRO_06 

According to 
safety lifecycle 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

Patch deployment 
and installation 

process based on 
patch lifecycle 

model 

Update delivery 
using certified 

system 

Software 
Update 

documentation 
and 

identification 

RPRO_07 

Chronological 
documentation of 
the modification 
procedure shall 
be established 

and maintained 

Patch management 
reporting, inventory 

and data 
maintenance 

Record relevant 
information and 

software 
identification 
information 

Periodic type 
approval 

validation 
RPRO_08 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

(no explicit 
guidance) 

Type approval 
authority 

periodically 
validates the 

processes and 
decisions 

3.4 Safe and secure update execution process (update-cycle) 

As mentioned in previous subsection, one of the most challenging and relevant steps of the 
defined update management procedure is the definition of a safe and secure process and 
architecture for the execution of updates. This section defines the overall update-cycle, 
depicted in Figure 9 that has been conceived with the purpose of achieving the requirements 
posed by described standards and regulations as well as with project requirements inherited 
from previous project deliverables (D2.1 [10] and D2.3 [21]). 

As it has been shown in the update management procedure of previous subsection (Figure 8), 
this update-cycle starts at the moment at which the new or updated software component is 
available. Nevertheless, an important pre-condition shall be met: new software components 
shall be designed, developed and tested individually before they are made available for 
update. In addition, in those cases where the Impact analysis determines that safety or 
security properties of the system may be impacted, this development shall be made in 
compliance with safety and security lifecycles of standards (RPRO_04). The update-cycle will 
then build upon composability and modularity properties for evaluating the dependencies of 
the individually validated software component with the rest of the system, both in terms of 
software and hardware dependencies. 

The update-cycle is comprised of 10 steps classified into three main phases: (i) Design and 
release of updates, (ii) Update deployment phase and (iii) Runtime phase. These phases are 
aligned with the three key technological innovations of UP2DATE: safety and security 
contracts concept on the design phase, software update continuum for the deployment, and 
monitoring on the runtime phase. In addition, Figure 9 (a) shows how this update-cycle is 
aligned with the IEC 62443-2-3 patch lifecycle model of Figure 9 (b) [7, 12] and with the 
recommendations of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security [31]. Next subsections 
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explain each of these phases at a high-level, with the aim of providing a better understanding 
of the architectural needs for the three main components of UP2DATE: the server, MCCPS 
gateway and end-devices. The steps of the update-cycle are introduced in Table 2 and later 
detailed through the description of the services provided by the architecture in Section 5, 
Section 6 and Section 7. These steps are the starting point for the definition and 
implementation of a detailed solution within WP4 and WP5. 

 

Figure 9: UP2DATE cycle relation with IEC 62443 patch model 

3.4.1 Design and release of updates 

The UP2DATE project will advocate for modularity as the design principle to facilitate software 
modification in line with the recommendations of functional safety standards (RUCY_01). 
Whenever a change on a certified system is required, this might lead to a complete or partial 
system re-certification, which will be determined based on the results of the impact and risk 
analysis. This re-certification process can become extremely expensive if the impact of 
updates is not limited by the adopted design principle. Accordingly, to reduce the re-
certification costs and efforts for each update and to cope with the complexity of large 
systems’ design phase, in UP2DATE, the systems will be composed of compliant mixed-
criticality design components (i.e., compliant-items designed and developed with safety-
security lifecycles according to their target safety integrity and security level). Then the project 
will focus on solutions to replace them without impacting on the overall system safety and 
security. To this end, each component that is made available for update shall be accompanied 
by sufficiently precise and complete description of its interfaces and dependencies with the 
environment, including hardware and software constraints that shall be considered for its 
integration as required for compliant-items (IEC 61508-3 Annex D). 

In UP2DATE, we define the concept of Safety and Security (SASE) properties (described in 
deliverable D3.1) to define such component dependencies. These SASE properties will be used 
as an integral part of the update strategy, to evaluate the suitability, integration, and 
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compatibility of any new application update against the current status of the system before 
and after an update (further described in deliverable D4.1). 

The design and release of updates phase is executed by the UP2DATE server and it includes 
three steps: the management of an update repository to store and retrieve new available 
updates (step 1), design time checks (step 2) and update notification and distribution (step 3). 
Note that at this point compatibility and integration testing is not executed yet, as this would 
require evaluating the exact configuration and software components and versions running on 
each specific device. Due to the high number of potential variants, running integration tests 
of all combinations is unaffordable. For this reason, compatibility and integrations tests are 
executed later in the deployment phase for each device that is subject to update, once their 
exact configuration and status is known by the server. 

3.4.2 Software update deployment 

The deployment phase starts by running compatibility and integration tests in the server for 
the specific device under update (step 4) as required by IEC 62443 before authorizing the 
update for installation (Figure 9 (b)). Then the update is transmitted (step 5) and installed 
(step 6) in either the gateway or end-devices. Subsequent verifications check the correctness 
of the update (step 7) and if passed, the update is activated on safe and secure conditions 
(step 8). Given that software updates are not considered by current safety standards, the 
project will follow an incremental strategy for their deployment. This incremental strategy 
spans a design space defined over three different axes: 

1. Criticality refers to whether the software element to update does have functional 
safety implications and security relevance. 

− Non-critical software updates: the main challenge rests on guaranteeing that 
the update does not affect the critical software running on the system and that 
the update will not introduce regressions or new vulnerabilities.  

− Critical software updates: in addition to previous considerations, the project will 
need to focus on safety-security co-engineering to define the procedures to 
test, validate and update safety software. 

2. Dynamicity relates to the fact that updates can take place at different system states 
(RUCY_10), which has a direct impact on system availability: 

− Offline update: In the simplest scenario, the update can be activated when the 
system is in a safe-state. However, other steps of the update-cycle like update 
download are executed while the system is running to reduce downtime. 

− Online update: In this case, the update activation happens when the software 
under update is not in use, but without stopping the whole system. For 
example, a partition can be stopped and replaced without interrupting other 
software partitions in a virtualized environment. 

− Runtime update: This in an extension of the online update, and takes place while 
the software under update is under operation without the need of a halt and 
restart and therefore with no downtime caused by the update. 
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Dynamicity has a direct impact on the update verification and activation steps of the 
update-cycle of Figure 9 (a), which for this reason, are represented in a different colour. 
In the case of offline updates, the verification and activation steps belong to the 
deployment phase of the cycle. However, for online and runtime updates, these two 
steps are executed while the system is at operation (at runtime) phase.  

3. Domain specificity has to do with the abstraction of the update architecture. While 
the project will first focus on domain-independent approaches, in final phases of the 
project the concepts will be tailored to the automotive and railway domains, as 
mentioned in the introduction. 

3.4.3 Runtime Monitoring 

Runtime monitoring is an useful approach that relies on observing the runtime execution 
behaviour of a target system in its final environment with different potential applications, such 
as, verification, error logging, real-time fault detection and advanced maintenance procedures 
[32]. The UP2DATE architecture presented throughout this document has the following 
particularities that make runtime monitoring of special interest: (i) the mixed-criticality 
integration of different applications (often developed by different entities [33]) result in 
increasingly complex systems, and (ii) the number of potential system variants grow 
exponentially with the ability to install regular software updates. As a result, it is hard to 
exhaustively complete all verification activities required by functional safety and cybersecurity 
standards at design-time in all potential system variants. To deal with these challenges, that 
are further detailed in the state-of-art analysis of D5.1, in the scope of UP2DATE, runtime 
monitoring will be used with the following purposes: 

1) Update validation: to get evidence that the updating procedure was successful 
(RUCY_22) and ensure that the update is compatible with the rest of the system 
through runtime integration tests (i.e., the composability and compositionality of the 
software components) as well as guaranteeing that it does not introduce regressions 
or affect the operation or safety of the overall system as required by IEC 62443 
(RUCY_11, RUCY_12, RUCY_23).  

2) Continuous safety monitoring: will complement the previous point by checking that 
the system is operating within safe bounds (RUCY_25). The main purpose here is 
preventing the system from entering an unsafe-state. For instance, this monitoring can 
evaluate that the resource usage of a given software component is below its agreed 
upper-bound, to prevent it from causing interferences to other components 
(RUCY_11, RUCY_12, RUCY_13).  

3) Continuous security monitoring: it has the aim of identifying unexpected and unusual 
system patterns (i.e., anomaly detection). The aim of this security monitoring is to be 
able to detect, characterize and report security breaches (RUCY_24). In addition, it is 
crucial to detect early system vulnerabilities (RUCY_04), which, if not properly handled, 
could be exploited by an attacker. 

4) Design optimization: it seeks to improve the design based on runtime information that 
serves to gain evidence on the real system behavior and resource usage, to optimize 
the design accordingly. In this way, the system can continuously improve the resource 
usage and avoid oversizing to accommodate new software functionality if needed. 
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Each of the previous topics is further described in D5.1. In summary, the overall strategy to 
accomplish previous monitoring goals rests on observing internal system events and 
interactions at runtime and evaluating them either in real-time during the execution (i.e., 
online monitoring (step 9)) or later on through offline monitoring (step 10) depending on 
which of the aforementioned purpose is being accomplished. 
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3.4.4 Update-cycle steps 

Table 2 introduces the update-cycle steps of Figure 9. These steps are later detailed by a set of services provided by the UP2DATE Server 
(Section 5), Gateway (Section 6) and End-devices (Section 7). The implementation details of these services will be then defined in forthcoming 
WP4 deliverables (D4.2 and D4.3). The subsystem column refers to the elements that participate on the execution of each step. 

Table 2: Update-cycle steps  

 Name Description Phase Subsystem 

Step 1 New Available Update 
Updatable software components and associated safety and security 
metadata are stored in the update repository. 

Design and release 
of updates 

Server 

Step 2 Design time checks 

Basic checks before update release, e.g.:  

• File type, version and target device ID appropriateness 

• For security updates, patch solves an existing vulnerability 

• Dependent software components are available for coherent update 

Design and release 
of updates 

Server 

Step 3 Update release 
Identification of target systems where the update is applicable, update 
distribution and user notification 

Design and release 
of updates 

Server 

Step 4 
Virtual Compatibility 
and Integration check 

Internal tests before authorizing update installation in particular devices: 

• Dependencies of the new software with the running system 

• Dependencies of the new software with hardware/software 
configuration 

• Resource availability to carry out the update without unexpected 
interferences 

Software update 
deployment 

Server 

Step 5 Download Transfer of required software, data and files from the server to the gateway. 
Software update 
deployment 

Server, 
gateway 

Step 6 Installation 
Store the received files in the reprogrammable memory of the gateway or 
the end-device and set up them to accommodate the new or rollback 
software (e.g., assigning resources to the software component). 

Software update 
deployment 

Gateway, 
end-devices 

Step 7 Verification 
Check the correctness of the new software installation, configuration and 
dependencies with other software updates. 

Offline/online 
updates: Software 

Gateway 
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 Name Description Phase Subsystem 

update 
deployment 
Runtime updates: 
during operation 

Step 8 Activation 
Checks if safety conditions for the update are given, invalidates and stores 
old software and runs new one, considering the needs of dependent 
updates. 

Offline/online 
updates: Software 
update 
deployment 
Runtime updates: 
during operation 

Gateway, 
end-devices 

Step 9 Online Monitoring 
Verify, based on runtime information, that the system meets its 
specification, and that SASE metrics are within their safe and secure range at 
system operation: before, during and after an update. 

Runtime Gateway 

Step 10 Offline Monitoring 
Send runtime information to a remote server for offline automatic or 
manual inspection. 

Runtime 

Server, 
Gateway, 
end-
devices, 
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4 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE  

This Section defines the UP2DATE reference architecture, applicable into multiple domains 
and applications, that have similar needs in terms of software updates and mixed-criticality. 
Therefore, the architecture introduces architectural building blocks and services based on 
previous update management and update-cycle requirements (Appendix A Table 13 and Table 
14 with ‘RPRO’ and ‘RUCY’ identifiers) as well as additional mixed-criticality and security 
constraints for the architecture, which are defined in Appendix A Table 15 with identifier 
‘RACH’. Furthermore, in order to guarantee the future instantiation of the reference 
architecture in the project use-cases and associated platforms, their specific needs are also 
considered (Appendix A Table 16 with identifier ‘RPLT’). 

Based on the preliminary concept specification and hazards and threats analysis of WP2, the 
UP2DATE reference architecture is comprised of the three main components of Figure 10: a 
server, a MCCPS gateway and one or several end-devices. The numbers in Figure 10 refer to 
the update-cycle step and show on which component and specific service is executed: 

▪ The server integrates the necessary services to check available software updates 
in an update repository and trigger the required design-time checks and 
integration tests before update-release and distribution to connected gateways. 
Moreover, it provides monitoring features to store and examine continuous 
feedback information from the different gateways and end-devices.  

▪ The MCCPS gateway is responsible for managing the update of gateway partitions 
and multiple end-devices. It downloads the update from the server, installs it on 
the corresponding gateway partition or end-devices and activates the update once 
its installation, configuration and dependencies have been verified.  

▪ End-devices are a set of distributed embedded control systems that perform 
domain specific functions that vary according to the application area. They are 
connected to the MCCPS gateway through a field bus, who manages end-device 
updates and monitoring. 

This document starts from the definition of a network design for the overall reference 
architecture, where main UP2DATE system elements are grouped into zones and conduits to 
limit threat exposure and propagation. Then the UP2DATE architecture scope is specified and 
based on it, safety and security requirements are allocated to its main elements (RACH_01): 
i.e., server (Section 5), gateway (Section 6) and end-devices (Section 7). 
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Figure 10: High-level UP2DATE conceptual architecture and update-cycle steps 

4.1 Network Architecture and Design 

The first step of both safety and security lifecycles is collecting sufficient information about 
the Equipment Under Control (EUC) (IEC 61508) or System Under Consideration (SUC) (IEC 
62443), their operational environment (including security perimeters) and related hazards and 
risks. In functional safety, subsequent steps of the lifecycle define the safety-related system 
and its requirements (i.e., safety functions and safety integrity requirements) based on this 
initial concept definition. In security, the SUC usually consists of all infrastructure and 
elements subject to analysis, including network and embedded devices, as well as all kind of 
assets (i.e., services, data/information, software, hardware) which are encompassed within 
the devices and that are of value to the organization. Usually, on an industrial system, not all 
these elements require the same level of security protection. For this reason, IEC 62443 
defines the concept of security zones within a system, where elements and assets that share 
common security requirements are logically grouped. In each zone, common security policies 
can be defined and enforced, and security countermeasures implemented to mitigate the 
identified risks. Different security zones are connected through conduits that provide the 
security functions that enable the secure communication between zones. A target security 
level is assigned to each zone and conduit. This IEC 62443 approach, based on zones, conduits 
and security levels is the basis for achieving security by design. 
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The IEC 62443-3-2 [12] document provides a guideline for organizations to assess security risks 
and identifying and applying appropriate security measures based on segmenting the network 
into such zones and conduits. The initial partitioning of the SUC is usually done based on an 
initial cyber-security risk assessment. This analysis requires a detailed description of the 
system, as well as the environment (both physical and logical) in which it is deployed. As the 
reference architecture of this document aims at defining a generic and reusable secure 
architecture pattern abstracted from the specific application details, the proposed 
architecture and network design is derived from the requirements and best design patterns 
recommended by the IEC 62443 and ISA 95 [34] standards, in addition to the best practices 
suggested by the Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team from the 
Homeland Security department [31]. To this end, the network design of UP2DATE (shown in 
Figure 11) is based on stablished security criteria such as criticality of assets, operational 
function, physical or logical location, required access or responsible organization, following a 
layered defence strategy.  

This section defines a reference architecture divided into two facilities based on best security 
practices: the cloud infrastructure, where cloud services are deployed, and the industrial 
facility. Software updates are developed by the product owner and then distributed to all 
interested parties. To this end, usually a central (cloud-based) repository is provided, from 
where the new software releases are downloaded either to an (optional) local repository in 
the industrial facility or directly to the gateways present within a control zone. The local 
repository might be installed and operated, for example, when the compatibility of diverse 
updates from different product suppliers should be evaluated. 

On the one hand, regarding cloud infrastructure, two different zones are defined: 

▪ De-Militarized Zone (DMZ): is a logical network that contains and exposures the 
external services to an untrusted network, in this case, the Internet. This zone 
provides an isolated network layer between the Internet and the industrial 
network. Two De-Militarized Zones are defined in the reference architecture, each 
one providing extra protection to the internal cloud services and industrial 
management and control services. Depending on the required security level (SL 3 
or SL 4 in case of industrial plant), which is usually driven by market needs and risk 
assessment results, several consecutive DMZ layers should be created to enforce 
the defence-in-depth approach. 

▪ Cloud services: these services are usually hosted by providers, such as the software 
update repository and monitoring servers in the case of UP2DATE. Note that these 
may be integrated in a virtualized environment within the zone. For such cloud 
services, IT security standards and guidelines shall be followed, such as ISO 27000 
[35] or the ENISA European Cloud Services Certification scheme (EUCS) [36].  

On the other hand, as far as the industrial infrastructure is concerned, four different zones are 
defined. Following defence-in-depth strategy (RACH_02), concatenated security levels are 
established, starting from SL 0 (for end-devices) up to SL3/SL4 (DMZs). The required highest 
security level will depend on the offered services and functions, international and national 
regulations, and market requirements.  
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▪ De-Militarized Zone (DMZ): has the same purpose and services as those explained 
in the cloud infrastructure.  

▪ Management: In this layer, commonly industrial plant management services are 
included, such as, manufacturing execution systems and local industrial plant 
auxiliary services. In the scope of this project, it includes software update specific 
services such as the update and monitoring servers, later explained in Section 5. 
Being this zone more exposed to the public interfaces, it is assigned a SL of 2. 

▪ Control: high-level industrial control and supervisory systems are included in this 
logical segment (i.e., the MCCPS gateway). These elements may also execute 
safety-critical functions in a mixed-criticality environment. This involves that within 
this zone, additional partitioning will enable the integration of subsystems with 
different levels of safety or security criticality, as later explained in Section 6.3. The 
allocation shall be accomplished according to the scope of the functionality and 
the entailed risks in each zone and layer (RACH_13). Based in the defence-in-depth 
strategy, this zone is assigned a lower SL than the management zone, in this case a 
SL of 1.  

▪ End-devices: All safety-related I/O and low-level control devices (such as sensors, 
actuators, and programmable controllers) are included in this zone. Along with the 
common IT communication technology, other real-time communication systems 
might be necessary. Nevertheless, due to security reasons, such real-time oriented 
communications should only be bounded to the devices allocated into this zone. 
The use of wireless communication within the zone is also unadvised to avoid full 
featured connectivity in the end-devices. It must be noted that the system shall be 
able to provide the required safety guarantees (going to safe-state) and capabilities 
in the presence of operational failure on the boundary or communications cut 
(RACH_11). For security, high computation capabilities are often required but 
existing end-devices are usually resource-constrained. Therefore, these devices are 
considered as legacy systems from the security point of view (SL 0), assumption 
that shall be evaluated through a detailed risk analysis. In other words, these 
devices will not provide security features, but the elements to which are connected 
(gateways in the control zone) should incorporate the required security capabilities 
to protect them in line with the recommendations of IEC 62443 for legacy systems. 

These zones are depicted in the reference architecture of Figure 11, which is outlined 
following the system technical Restricted Data Flow (RDF) security requirements of IEC 62443-
3-3 [12], which provides detailed requirements for industrial networks and system security. 
As shown Figure 11, the network of the reference architecture is divided into several logical 
segments (each zone is allocated into a logical segment) based on the following criteria 
(RACH_10): 

▪ Both infrastructures (cloud and industrial) are physically separated, and the 
industrial plant is divided into several physical and logical networks.  

▪ More specifically, non-control systems (management) and control systems are 
segmented, providing the independence required by IEC 62443.  
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▪ Moreover, the industrial control system is internally separated based on criticality 
(in which the critical processes are isolated), enforcing the defence-in-depth 
strategy (RACH_02). As previously explained, control functions can be executed by 
either the MCCPS gateway or end-devices. This defence-in-depth strategy is based 
on defining different security layers and protection measures that provide 
multiple, usually concatenated, security protections, with the aim of preventing 
and/or delaying any cyber-attack. In this way, cyber-attackers would have to break 
through and/or bypass several security countermeasures to reach the critical 
processes.  

All zone boundaries are supervised and managed through firewalls (RACH_10 and RACH_11), 
in which a security policy is enforced. In these security policies (in each firewall) all network 
traffic shall be denied by default, and legitimate and required communications allowed. In 
each zone, the corresponding communication protocols should be authorized. This list may 
change depending on the entailed risks and defined security levels for each specific 
application. In addition, all general-purpose person-to-person communications should be 
blocked, if not intrinsically necessary (RACH_12).  

As far as safety-related communications is related (restricted to the control and end-devices 
zone depicted in Figure 11), techniques and measures shall be applied to ensure a safe 
communication with low residual error rate based on black-channel communication schemes. 
In this approach, suggested by IEC 61508, the communication itself is not designed for safety, 
but then necessary measures are applied on top of it to guarantee that communication 
failures are detected and mitigated, and that transmitted data is validated (RACH_09). 
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Figure 11: Reference security architecture and network design (security zones and conduits) 

5 SERVER 

The update server is comprised of the main subsystems shown in Figure 12. Its central element 
is the Software Update Management System (SUMS), which runs required pre-update services 
and manages update testing and secure transmission through the independent gateway 
specific update masters. In addition, the monitoring platform and collection services store 
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continuous feedback information from the different gateways and makes this data available 
for automatic or manual examination. 

As shown in Figure 12, the UP2DATE server architecture is built upon a containerization 
strategy. Each box within the ‘Container orchestration platform’ represents a software 
container. Containers provide isolated environments for running software services, where 
applications are packaged together with libraries and other dependencies and they are 
abstracted from the target execution environment. The container-based approach eases the 
portability and deployment on different platforms such as data centres, cloud infrastructures 
or regular PCs, which is one of the project requirements (RPLT_03). This containerized 
approach presents the following benefits for the project: 

▪ Separation of gateways: As the gateways are out in the field, they could be applied 
in systems where they should be considered potentially unsafe. In this situation, it 
is crucial to prevent one compromised device to become an attack vector to other 
devices. By containerisation of the server-side, endpoint crosstalk via the server-
connection is avoided. Furthermore, even if a private key of one of the container 
endpoints is leaked, this will not compromise the server endpoints responsible for 
the other gateways. 

▪ Server-side fault containment: Endpoint-containers may be monitored with 
respect to e.g., network or processor load. This makes it easier to identify 
suspicious activity, which might be caused by a compromised server-endpoint and 
allows quarantining those connections. 

▪ Backward compatibility: The container-approach allows using different 
communication or encryption protocols for legacy devices or devices where 
capacity is limited. 

 

Figure 12: UP2DATE Server Architecture 
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5.1 Update repository 

The first step of the update-cycle (Figure 9) rests on making individually designed, developed, 
and verified software components available for update. To this end, the server manages their 
storage in an update repository through the following service: 

▪ Repository service: stores and retrieves the update package to/from the update 
repository. In the scope of UP2DATE, the types of updatable components of Table 
3 are considered (RUCY_02): 

Table 3: List of updatable components 

Update 
granularity 

Target device Offline Online Runtime 

Full system Gateway or end-devices X - - 

Partition (CPU) Gateway X X X 

Partition (GPU) Gateway X X - 

Configuration 
parameters of the 

applications 

Gateway X X - 

End-devices X - - 

Security related 
functions and 

protocols 

Gateway X X - 

End-devices X - - 

The update package includes the software image together with information required for its 
safe and secure deployment according to the established procedures. This information is 
stored as update metadata, which shall include the definition of the SASE properties applicable 
to the component (for a complete list refer to deliverable D3.1): 

▪ Vertical platform properties: these properties provide means to detect resource 
assignment and resource usage related failures. In particular, they will serve to 
assure that platform configuration assumptions made at analysis time can be kept 
with the update (RUCY_12). This is a necessary pre-condition for guaranteeing 
horizontal compatibility properties (next bullet) and for ensuring the required 
independence among components. 

▪ Horizontal component compatibility and integration properties: non-functional 
inter-dependencies between software components (with a focus on causality and 
timing at the interfaces) (RUCY_11). 

▪ Update process properties: additional constraints that shall be considered to safe 
and securely execute the update according to the specific needs of each 
component. This includes properties of the update file (RUCY_03); the update 
policy (RUCY_08), update dynamicity (e.g., offline, online or runtime execution) 
(RUCY_10); safe update activation conditions (RUCY_19); maximum time to 
complete the update (RUCY_09); and security vulnerability evaluation on the 
target device (RUCY_04). In addition, dependencies with other updates which need 
to be installed before / in parallel are also defined (RUCY_05). 
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5.2 Update testing 

The update testing unit is responsible for executing the required pre-update checks of Step 2 
(design time checks) and Step 4 (compatibility and integration check) of the update-cycle of 
Section 3.4. This testing is managed by the SUMS and it can be either centralized (one single 
update testing in the system) or distributed to execute various gateway-specific testing 
activities in parallel. Design-time checks (Step 2) include the following services that will result 
in update approval and release if passed or in update rejection otherwise: 

▪ File integrity and coherency checking service: checks that file type and version are 
coherent with the update granularity (i.e., Table 3) and with the target 
partition/device where it is meant to be installed (RUCY_03). In addition, if the 
update has dependencies with other software updates (e.g., various devices need 
to be updated coherently), before releasing the update, it checks if all dependent 
files and versions are available for (simultaneous) update (RUCY_05). 

▪ Automated vulnerability management service: in the case of security patches, it 
verifies that the software update addresses the intended security vulnerabilities 
(RUCY_04). This check is also done after update installation (step 7). 

Then, after update release and during the deployment phase, before each specific gateway 
with a given configuration downloads the update, system compatibility and integrity shall be 
checked (Step 4) for the exact configuration and software components and versions running 
on each target device (for further details on how these checks are executed refer to D4.1):  

▪ Compatibility and integration checking service: virtual integration tests are 
executed. Their purpose is to evaluate the compatibility of the update with respect 
to the status of the target device at the moment of the update, i.e., existing 
software components and configuration (RUCY_12). The purpose of this service is 
demonstrating the following affirmations based on SASE properties: 

− All software components interact correctly to perform their intended function 
(the update does not cause unexpected interferences or introduce regressions) 
(RUCY_11). This is of particular interest for gateway partition updates, where 
mixed-criticality partitions can interfere to each other. For end-devices, it will 
check the compatibility among dependent end-devices in a distributed 
environment where the outcomes of one end-device impact on the behaviour 
of other end-devices. 

− The configuration is compatible with the update (RUCY_12). That is, the system 
shall be capable of providing the required resources for the new update (e.g., 
memory, CPUs, I/Os) without violating the independence needs with other 
components. 

− The update itself can be executed while the system is running (i.e., online or 
runtime) without causing unaffordable interferences or impacting on safety 
(RUCY_13). 
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This service guarantees system independence and composability, avoiding the need 
to test the whole system but just the updated component and its interfaces and 
dependencies (in the form of SASE properties) with the rest of the system.  

5.3 Software Update Management System (SUMS) 

The Software Update Management System (SUMS) is the global update management system. 
Its main responsibilities are checking available software updates on the update repository, 
triggering the execution of the required pre-update checks and initiating the update according 
to the update execution restrictions included in the update package metadata. This will 
determine which gateway specific update masters shall be managed by the SUMS and when 
(i.e., timeframe) and how (i.e., push/pull) the update shall be initiated (step 3 of update-cycle). 
In addition, after update completion (step 10), it also provides feedback information about 
the success or failure of the update: 

▪ Update target identification service: identifies which are the applicable target 
platforms for the update (RUCY_06). For instance, for security patches, the target 
devices with a potentially vulnerable version shall be identified. 

▪ Update notification and distribution service: releases the update following either 
a pull (based on polling) or a push approach depending on the system needs 
(RUCY_08) and informs the user about the update (RUCY_07):  

− Pull: the gateway regularly asks to the server if new software is available 
following a polling approach. 

− Pushing: the server sends a notification to the target gateway informing that a 
new update has been created and is ready for release. The gateway downloads 
and installs such update when safe and secure conditions are given. 

Usually, the implementation of the first approach is simpler, where all the updating 
logic is implemented by the gateway and the server acts only as a repository. 
Nevertheless, this approach presents scalability issues, including communication 
overheads and bandwidth waste due to the polling. In line with this, a much more 
detailed and precise software update distribution control is possible following the 
second approach. In this case, the SUMS or an external user may decide which 
device will be updated (RUCY_06), with which software version (RUCY_03, 
RUCY_05) (e.g., for rollback (RUCY_21)) and at which time instance (RUCY_09). This 
method makes possible, for example, organizing updates according to the 
geographical location of the device or market needs.  

▪ Update status information service: retrieves information from the update masters 
on whether the updates have been delivered in a timely manner (RUCY_09) and 
completed successfully or failed and rolled back. Documents the result in the 
update log (RUCY_22).  

5.4 Update master 

The server will have one update master per each of the existing gateway devices what enables 
the simultaneous update transmission to several gateways. The SUMS will notify the existence 
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of an available software update to each applicable update master, which will then take care 
of transmitting the update package including the software image, safety-security meta-data 
and digital signature to the gateway through a secure communication channel via a secure 
transmission service:  

▪ Update transmission service: transmits the update package from the server to the 
gateway through a secure communication channel (RUCY_14). The communication 
scheme shall ensure the authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of data 
transmitted through the channel. For this purpose, the communication shall rely 
on established and tested cryptographic primitives and well-known key generation 
methodologies and standards (RACH_09). In the first implementation of UP2DATE, 
each gateway connects to a containerized VPN endpoint. As mentioned before, the 
container-approach chosen for the project allows implementation of different 
connection methods. Thus, in a later project stage, different connection 
mechanisms may be evaluated. The VPN connections are based on Transport Layer 
Security (TLS-tunnelling) that ensure the following security features: 

− Authenticated updates: The server (or any other user initiating an update) shall 
be identified and authenticated by means of keys or passwords (RACH_14). TLS 
supports both server and client authentication, guaranteeing that the gateway 
validates the identity of the server and at the same time the server validates the 
identity of the gateway. In addition, digital certificates are used to confirm the 
identity of the server update master or gateway. These certificates will be 
produced by a trusted third-party certificate authority (CA), based on an 
external Public key Infrastructure (PKI) considered out of UP2DATE scope.  

− Update transmission integrity and confidentiality: The VPN connections ensure 
the integrity and confidentiality of the update package in transit. All data is sent 
encrypted over the tunnel. Measures against data manipulation are also 
included (RACH_06). Additional techniques for safety communication integrity 
can also be adopted (e.g., black channel communication) (RACH_07). 

5.5 Monitoring data collection 

Similar to the update master, the server will also have one monitoring data collection 
container associated to each gateway for running the following service: 

▪ Monitoring data reception service: receives the SASE metrics (RUCY_23, RUCY_24, 
RUCY_25) and logging information (RACH_04) from the gateway via a secure 
communication channel for remote update validation, design optimizations and 
continuous security monitoring. In the same way as for the update transmission 
service of previous subsection, this communication will be implemented based on 
VPN with the aforementioned security properties (authenticity, integrity, 
confidentiality) (RACH_09). 

5.6 Monitoring platform 

This Server subsystem is responsible for monitoring data storage and visualization: 
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▪ Monitoring data evaluation and visualization service: gathers all monitoring 
information (RUCY_23, RUCY_24, RUCY_25, RACH_04) from the individual 
monitoring data collection services and stores it in a database. It additionally 
manages the visualization of the status and performance of several configured 
parameters from different devices by means of existing monitoring software tools, 
commonly employed in the security domain (for specific information and usage of 
these tools see UP2DATE deliverable D5.1).  

5.7 Summary of server services 

Table 4 provides a summary of the server services described throughout this section. 

Table 4: List of Server Services 

Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle step 
Subsystem Description 

Repository services 

RUCY_02 
RUCY_03 
RUCY_05 
RUCY_08 
RUCY_09 
RUCY_10 
RUCY_11 
RUCY_12 
RUCY_19 

Step 1 Repository 
Retrieve and insert 

update package data 
into database tables 

Update target 
identification service 

RUCY_06 Step 3 SUMS 
Identify the devices 
where the update is 

applicable 

Update notification 
and distribution 

service 

RUCY_07 
RUCY_08 
RUCY_21 

Step 3 SUMS 
Notify about the update 

and release it for 
download 

Update status 
information service 

RUCY_22 
RUCY_09 

Step 10 SUMS 
Inform of the success or 

failure of the update 

File integrity and 
coherency checking 

service 

RUCY_03 
RUCY_05 

Step 2 Update testing 

Check the correctness of 
the update type and 
version w.r.t. target 

device and 
dependencies with other 

updates 

Automated 
vulnerability 

management service 
RUCY_04 

Step 2, 
Step 7 

Update testing 
Check that the update 

addresses the intended 
security vulnerabilities 

Compatibility and 
integration checking 

service 

RUCY_11 
RUCY_12 
RUCY_13 

Step 4 Update testing 

Evaluate the 
compatibility of the 
update with existing 

software components 
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Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle step 
Subsystem Description 

and system 
configuration 

Update transmission 
service 

RUCY_14 
RACH_06 
RACH_07 
RACH_09 
RACH_14 

Step 5 
Update 
masters 

Send the update 
package to the gateway 

through a safe and 
secure communication 

channel 

Monitoring data 
reception service 

RUCY_23 
RUCY_24 
RUCY_25 
RACH_04 
RACH_09 

Step 10 
Monitoring 

data collection 
SASE metrics and logging 

information 

Monitoring data 
evaluation and 

visualization service 

RUCY_23 
RUCY_24 
RUCY_25 
RACH_04 

Step 10 
Monitoring 

Platform 

Monitoring data into 
database and 
visualization 

6 MCCPS GATEWAY 

The use of centralized controllers is on the rise to ensure that future systems complexity stays 
manageable [4, 37]. This integration trend implicitly involves the need for high-performance 
and mixed-criticality due to the diverse nature of the multiple applications it integrates. In the 
scope of UP2DATE, the inclusion of a gateway is necessary to meet with best security 
practices. As shown in previous network diagram of Figure 11, the gateway handles the 
connection with an external server and connects to the system bus where multiple (existing 
and legacy) control devices are connected. This allows an additional security layer by 
segregating the field bus from the server network. 

As introduced in the UP2DATE reference architecture (Figure 10), the gateway functionality 
can be classified in three main subsystems explained in next subsections: (i) update 
middleware, (ii) monitoring middleware and (iii) mixed-criticality user applications. These 
functions are integrated into partitions on top of a virtualization layer as shown in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13: Partitioned MCCPS gateway architecture 

6.1 Update middleware 

The update middleware consists of a gateway update manager and an external update 
manager. Both update managers are integrated within the same platform with the 
appropriate separation among them (as later explained in Section 6.3). The former connects 
to the server and manages the update procedure while the latter is used for communicating 
with the end-devices. 

6.1.1 Gateway Update Manager 

The Gateway Update Manager is the main responsible for securely downloading the update 
file, installing it, and running the required verification activities before it activates the update.  

▪ Update reception service: according to the chosen update release and distribution 
approach (see Update notification and distribution service in the server), it may be 
responsible for regularly asking for updates and downloading them (pull) or 
downloading the update under request (push) (RUCY_08). Then, in Step 4, the 
software update is securely downloaded to the system through the VPN 
communication explained in Section 5.4, which ensures its authenticity (the origin 
of data), integrity and confidentiality (RUCY_14, RACH_06, RACH_09, RACH_14).  

Moreover, a key feature of this service is to ensure that received updates are 
authorized and uncorrupted (RUCY_14) to provide protection from malicious code 
installation and execution. To this end, the digital signature that is received 
together with the update package is verified (RUCY_15). Similarly, as 
recommended by safety standards (i.e., IEC 61508), to ensure that safety-related 
updates are not altered or damaged during the transmission due to any system or 
communication failure (RACH_07, RACH_09), this service also applies error-
detecting mechanisms, such as Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes.  

▪ Update installation service: if the update is applicable to the gateway, this service 
securely stores the update (RUCY_15) and reconfigures the device if necessary. 
This configuration is defined at design time and received together with the update 
package and programmed by the qualified hypervisor (RUCY_03) (see Section 
6.3.2). The installation possibilities are gateway partitions, configuration 
parameters of the applications or the whole platform (except for the update 
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manager software itself and virtualization layer) (RUCY_02). Depending on the 
update confidentiality and sensitivity, the update package shall be stored in a 
secure manner (RACH_08), through encryption. 

On the contrary, if the update corresponds to an end-device, the update is 
transmitted to the external update manager partition through an inter-partition 
communication channel. 

▪ Update verification service: before the activation of the update, its suitability and 
correct installation is verified (RUCY_17). This will complement previous virtual 
integration evaluation with real tests on the target platform. In this way, this 
verification serves to guarantee that the values assigned at design time to the SASE 
properties (on which previous virtual compatibility and integration tests rely on) 
are correct and maintained during system execution. Properties such as 
completeness and correctness of modification with respect to its requirements, 
freedom from intrinsic design faults and regressions, avoidance of unwanted 
behaviour, and coherency among dependent updates (RUCY_05) are checked.  

To this end, the updated functions can include built-in self tests to be executed at 
system initialization. In addition, for security patches it will be checked if the 
update addresses the security issue by running a security auditor (RUCY_04). For 
runtime updates, as the execution of the function under update cannot be 
interrupted, it is executed and tested in the background at runtime (i.e., in a new 
shadow partition) in parallel to the old version of the software (RUCY_18). This 
parallel operation mode, referred as quarantine mode, is kept for a pre-defined 
amount of time until the update has been approved to be working correctly 
according to a predefined confidence level. 

▪ Update activation service: if previous verification is passed, it checks the safety 
conditions defined in the update metadata and waits until their fulfilment 
(RUCY_19) for managing its authenticated secure boot (RACH_05). For instance, if 
required by the safety conditions, it waits until the system is in the safe-state (e.g., 
car parked) or holds until a skilled person is present when this is required by the 
specific update. Moreover, it manages the parallel activation of gateway partitions 
with multiple end-device updates if required by the application (RUCY_20). The 
activation can be done either at deployment phase (offline) or at runtime based on 
update dynamicity: 

− Offline activation (for offline and online updates): the software under update is 
activated through a partition or system reboot. Therefore, it cannot be running 
at the moment of the activation (i.e., offline and online updates). 

− Runtime activation (for runtime updates): in this case, software updates are 
triggered while the system is in use, i.e., without interrupting or stopping the 
execution while the update is in progress. To this end, the new binary is stored 
in a new memory location during the installation phase, and in this step the 
update manager just swaps the old image by the new one, once the quarantine 
period of the verification ends. Store and restore of state information across 
function updates shall also be handled. 
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▪ Rollback service: if the verification is not passed, the update process fails in any 
other step or if runtime monitoring detects a failure in the updated component, 
this service provides recovery and reconstitution capabilities to a known safe and 
secure state and software version (where a known safe and secure configuration 
is enforced) (RUCY_21). If available this version is installed from local memory and 
a download request is issued to the server otherwise (repeating back the steps 5, 
6, 7 and 8 of the update-cycle). 

6.1.2 External Update Manager 

The External Update Manager is responsible for transmitting the update to end-devices.  

▪ End-device transmission service: receives the update file and commands from the 
update manager through an inter-partition communication mechanism (see 
Section 6.3.5) and transfers it to the bootloader in the corresponding end-device(s) 
through the field bus (RUCY_14). As in the case of the gateway, it manages the 
parallel activation of multiple end-device updates when required (RUCY_20). 

6.1.3 Summary of gateway update services 

Table 5 summarizes the update services introduced throughout this section. 

Table 5: List of gateway update services 

Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle step 
Subsystem Description 

Update reception 
service 

RUCY_08 
RUCY_14 
RUCY_15 
RACH_14 
RACH_06 
RACH_07 

Step 5 

Update 
manager 

Receive the update from 
the server 

Update installation 
service 

RUCY_02 
RUCY_03 
RUCY_15 
RACH_08 

Step 6 

Update 
manager 

Install the update and 
update the 

configuration 

Update verification 
service 

RUCY_05 
RUCY_17 
RUCY_18 

Step 7 
Update 

manager 
Verify and validate 

update and 
configuration 

Update activation 
service 

RUCY_19 
RUCY_20 
RACH_05 

Step 8 
Update 

manager 
Safely activate the 

update 

Rollback service RUCY_21 
Step 6, 7, 
8, 9 or 10 

Update 
manager 

Rollback software and 
configuration to a 
previous version 

End-device 
transmission service 

RUCY_14 
RUCY_23 

Step 6 
Ext-Update 

Manager 

Transmit the update to 
the corresponding end-

device(s) 
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6.2 Monitoring middleware 

This section presents the monitoring architecture and services to implement the online and 
offline monitoring strategies previously presented in Section 3.4.3. The detailed design and 
tools for implementing this architecture are further detailed in D5.1. The overall runtime 
monitoring approach is based on observing runtime system behaviour by a number of event 
recorders and collecting and processing them for deriving SASE metrics out of them. SASE 
metrics represent the runtime value of the SASE properties defined at design time. Then, 
depending on the purpose of the UP2DATE monitoring (i.e., update validation, continuous 
safety monitoring, continuous security monitoring or design optimization), these SASE metrics 
will be processed either online (for runtime verification where a real-time reaction is needed) 
or offline when higher data volumes need to be processed in more powerful computers. The 
architecture design for the monitoring approach of the gateway is shown in Figure 14 and its 
main building blocks are explained in next subsections. 

 
Figure 14: Gateway monitoring architecture overview 

6.2.1 Event recorders 

Monitoring starts with observing the internal operation of the system through relevant 
events. The observations required, and their acquisition frequency are dependent on the 
purpose of the monitoring and on specific application requirements. In the mixed-criticality 
gateway, in order to control interferences, it is important to monitor all components that use 
system resources. Accordingly, the following service shall be present in all partitions 
(RACH_22) and virtualization layer too (RACH_23): 

▪ Monitoring data recording and sharing service: observes and records application, 
OS and hardware events on each component that uses system resources (specific 
event definitions are covered in D5.1): 
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− APP events: application specific events derived from application’s software 
requirement specification. For instance, monitoring that the value or timing 
properties of a given output is within its valid interval (RACH_23). 

− OS events: events that can be obtained from the operating system kernel and 
give information on system behaviour like status of threats, system calls, kernel 
functions or resource usage (e.g., CPU load, memory and network usage) 
(RACH_23). 

− Virtualization layer events: in the same way as for the OS, the hypervisor can 
also provide meaningful information about partitions. Relevant events could be 
changes on partition status (start, stop, restart…), inter-partition 
communication events, hardware access related events (e.g., interrupts) or 
privileged instructions execution events. 

− HW events: low-level hardware activity obtained from hardware performance 
counters integrated as part of the hardware design, also known as Performance 
Monitoring Counters (PMCs) (RACH_25). These include events such as CPU 
cycles, cache hit and misses, load/store instructions or power consumption 
(RACH_24). 

The observed values are additionally shared with the online monitoring partition 
through the inter-partition communication service provided by the hypervisor (Section 
6.3.5). 

6.2.2 Event collection and processing 

Runtime observations shall then be linked to relevant program execution behaviour metrics 
by the following services:  

▪ Monitoring data collection service: uses the inter-partition communication service 
to gather all data recorded by the individual event recorders on the gateway and 
end-devices (RUCY_23, RACH_22). For the latter, it includes an external 
communication interface with end-devices. 

▪ SASE metric calculation service: based on the collected information, this service 
calculates the SASE metrics for the different software components and system 
(RACH_22). The process of obtaining these metrics out of observations is detailed 
in D5.1. 

6.2.3 Runtime verification 

The online monitoring partition evaluates previous SASE metrics at real-time to protect the 
system against residual specification and implementation faults in software (RUCY_25) and to 
evaluate the suitability of the update (RUCY_11, RUCY_12, RUCY_13, RUCY_23). This is 
implemented through the following service: 

▪ Runtime verification service: compares runtime SASE metrics against software 
component specification included in the update metadata as SASE properties 
(RACH_22) and resource usage specification (RACH_18, RACH_19, RACH_20). This 
monitoring has a direct impact on system safety and therefore, the system shall be 
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capable of reacting within the Process Safety Time (PST), that is, before a 
hazardous event is caused. This is the reason why this service runs on the gateway 
itself (to mitigate the communication overhead of sending the data to an external 
device). For this same reason, the runtime verification service shall be done 
periodically, at least at every Diagnostic Test Interval (DTI) of the safety functions 
present on the system. In addition, the update procedure shall also use this data 
to validate the correctness of the update right after its execution. 

6.2.4 Offline monitoring 

While online monitoring is used to take runtime decisions, based on the status of the system 
on a given time instant, the security fingerprinting (RUCY_24) and design optimization will 
need to analyse system behaviour patterns during a period of time. This means that a larger 
volume of runtime observations needs to be processed and examined with more complex 
algorithms. For this reason, the gateway periodically transmits the SASE metrics to an external 
device (in this case the server) for offline inspection that will additionally serve for remote 
diagnosis of the update (RUCY_22, RUCY_23): 

▪ Monitoring agent service: sets-up a secure communication channel (RACH_09) 
with the server and manages the monitoring data transmission based on 
configurable parameters (e.g., transmission frequency). The amount and 
periodicity at which this data is sent depends on the available network bandwidth 
capacities. Based on it, the service reads the SASE metrics by means of the inter-
partition communication service and pre-processes it (e.g., averaging, filtering, 
etc.) to reduce network traffic and overhead. 

6.2.5 Security auditor 

This is a special case of offline monitoring where automated vulnerability checking tools 
periodically inspect the gateway to identify potential vulnerabilities through the following 
service: 

▪ Automated security auditor service: scans and checks the system for 
vulnerabilities (RUCY_24). To this end, it receives a security checklist based on 
vulnerability databases. The service scans all items in the checklist and provides a 
report with the detected vulnerabilities, their severity, and a global compliance 
score. This service can be executed periodically or upon request (i.e., in the update-
cycle). The In addition, the security auditor serves to verify that, when applicable, 
the security issue has been addressed with an update (RUCY_04). 

6.2.6 Summary of gateway monitoring services 

Table 6 summarizes the gateway monitoring services introduced throughout this section. 
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Table 6: List of gateway monitoring services 

Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle 
step 

Subsystem Description 

Monitoring 
data 

recording and 
sharing 
service 

RACH_22 
RACH_25 
RACH_23 
RACH_24 

Step 7, 
Step 9 

Event recorder 
in all partitions 
and hypervisor 

Application, OS, virtualization 
layer and hardware event 

observers on each component 
that uses system resources. 

The observed values are 
additionally shared with the 
online monitoring partition. 

Monitoring 
data 

collection 
service 

RUCY_23 
RACH_22 

Step 7, 
Step 9 

Event collection 
and processing 

in online 
monitoring 

partition 

Gather all data recorded by the 
individual event recorders in 

gateway and end-devices. 

SASE metric 
calculation 

service 
RACH_22 

Step 7, 
Step 9 

Event collection 
and processing 

in online 
monitoring 

partition 

Calculate SASE metrics for the 
different software components. 

Runtime 
verification 

service 

RUCY_11 
RUCY_12 
RUCY_13 
RUCY_23 
RUCY_25 
RACH_18 
RACH_19 
RACH_20 
RACH_22 

Step 7, 
Step 9 

Runtime 
verification in 

online 
monitoring 

partition 

Compare SASE metrics against 
software component 

specification at real-time to 
detect residual specification 
and implementation faults. 

Monitoring 
agent service 

RUCY_22 
RUCY_23 
RUCY_24 
RACH_09 

Step 10 

Data 
preparation and 

monitoring 
agent in offline 

monitoring 
partition 

Reading and pre-processing of 
SASE metrics and transmission 
to the server based on secure 

communication. 

Automated 
security 
auditor 
service 

RUCY_04 
RUCY_24 

Step 2, 
Step 7, 
Step 10 

Auditor agent in 
hypervisor 

Scans and checks the system 
for vulnerabilities and provides 

a report. 
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6.3 Mixed-criticality architecture 

Integrated mixed-criticality architectures usually have some common features, such as the 
integration of different system applications in the form of separated partitions enforced by a 
separation kernel or virtualization layer. Partitioning provides a mechanism for applications of 
different criticalities to share the same platform without adversely interfering to each other. 
In addition to the well-known benefits that result from the reduction of the number of control 
units in the system (i.e., cost and energy reduction, increased reliability, and scalability [2, 4, 
38]), this approach provides additional benefits to UP2DATE: 

▪ From a safety point of view, partitioning confines the effects of design faults to the 
partition where it originates and prevents their propagation to other partitioned 
applications by guaranteeing separation and design fault containment [39]. This is 
of special interest when executing software updates, to limit the adverse effects of 
any potential fault in the update process or in the newly installed software. 

▪ For security, partitioning is a common mechanism used to implement a Multiple 
Independent Levels of Security (MILS) architecture where partitions could 
represent different security layers associated to different levels of security 
[40],[41]. In this way, if a partition gets compromised, its effects are restricted to 
the partition boundaries, without impacting to the rest of the system. Possible 
misuses and malicious intrusions are then confined through partitioning [42]. 

As a result, this approach enables the independent safety and security assessment and 
evaluation of each partition according to its associated safety criticality and security level, a 
key aspect to implement a modular design and certification strategy that significantly reduces 
the impact of partial software updates on the system. This section presents the mixed-
criticality design architecture and associated safety and security services that guarantee the 
required independence among updatable applications. 

6.3.1 Partitioned architecture and external interfaces 

The different functionalities that compose the high-level UP2DATE gateway architecture of 
Figure 10 are allocated into different partitions on the gateway based on the following criteria:  

▪ Modularity: each individually updatable component shall be allocated to a 
partition. 

▪ Safety: applications of different safety integrity levels shall be assigned to different 
partitions. 

▪ Security: a defence-in-depth strategy should be followed, enforcing the MILS 
architecture, and providing concatenated security barriers (RACH_02).  

For the latter, it is important to define the external interfaces of the gateway and its 
connections to other security zones, to make sure that communications are segregated 
according to the network design of Section 4.1 (RACH_13). The update and monitoring 
middleware of the gateway already require a number of external interfaces to transmit the 
update packages and monitoring data, defined in Table 7 and depicted in Figure 15 together 
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with partition definition. In summary, the gateway is connected to the server (EIF_SRV_xx), 
end-devices (EIF_ED_xx) and optionally to additional application-specific networks (EIF_xx). 

Table 7: Definition of external gateway interfaces 

Interface Purpose Partitions Connected to Direction 

EIF_SRV_UM 
Update package and 
commands reception 

P0 – Update 
manager 

Server Bidirectional 

EIF_SRV_MON 
Monitoring data 

transmission to server 
P2 – Offline 
Monitoring 

Server Out 

EIF_ED_UM 
Update package 

transmission to end-
devices 

P1 – ED-Update 
manager(s) 

End-devices Bidirectional 

EIF_ED_MON 
End-device monitoring 

data reception 
P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

End-devices In 

EIF_ED_APP 
User specific 

communication with end-
devices 

P4..N – 
Application 
Partitions 

End-devices 
Application 
dependant 

EIF_xx 
User specific 

communication 

P4..N – 
Application 
Partitions 

User specific 
networks 

Application 
dependant 

Based on the network requirements, both the update middleware and monitoring middleware 
are each deployed as two separate partitions, one with connectivity to the server side and the 
other one with connectivity to the end-devices (see Figure 15). This provides logical network 
segmentation within the gateway (RACH_10) through the inter-partition communication 
(RACH_11) and enforce defence-in depth approach (RACH_02) by separating the server side 
from the end-devices.  

The SIL and SL of each partition will depend on the final usage of the system and are 
application dependent. However, for offline monitoring (whose purpose is transmitting data 
to the server) software tools from the security domain can be employed. These tools, that are 
not safety-critical, are separated from the online monitoring, which has safety implications 
according to RACH_21. Figure 15 defines the target level (SIL-T /SL-T) of the UP2DATE 
architecture. As this is a reference architecture and not a specific instantiation of it, the target 
integrity level refers to the maximum achievable value within UP2DATE scope. For security, 
this target level is based on the network architecture defined in Section 4.1, however, this 
should be then further analysed by means of a risk analysis for specific use case applications. 
For safety, SIL 3 is considered as maximum achievable integrity level on a single-chip, as SIL 4 
implementations according to IEC 61508 already require some form of redundancy that 
should be implemented on a separate physical device. 
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Figure 15: External gateway interfaces and partition definition 

6.3.2 Separation kernel and embedded hypervisor 

The most popular approach for partitioning and providing functional separation among mixed-
criticality applications relies on separation kernels with virtualization features (i.e., 
hypervisors) that create virtual partitions in a single computer platform [43]. This hypervisor 
does not only provide the required separation, but it also allows the execution of multiple 
different operating systems in a single platform. In this way, depending on the real-time 
requirements of each partition, some partitions can be running on top of lightweight real-time 
operating systems, others on top of complex, non-real-time, general purpose operating 
systems with a wider set of features or directly on bare-metal. 

As the independence and incremental certification relies on this software layer, the hypervisor 
inherits the maximum safety integrity and security level of the partitions present on the 
system, in this case on the gateway (RACH_16). This involves that the hypervisor itself and the 
underlaying platform (RACH_01) shall be developed in accordance with functional safety and 
security standards and meet with their requirements (such as functional safety management, 
use of qualified tools (RACH_03), health management features to diagnose the hypervisor 
code itself, etc.). There are already a number of safety and security compliant commercial 
hypervisors on the market meeting with these requirements, such as PikeOS [44] or QNX [45]. 
As the internal certification features of the hypervisor itself are out of the scope of the project, 
we only focus on the safety and security services that the hypervisor shall provide to partitions 
to allow their mixed-criticality integration and modular updates without compromising safety 
and security. To this end, we define the following mechanisms for the hypervisor based on 
previous work done in EU projects of the mixed-criticality cluster such as MultiPARTES [46], 
PROXIMA [47], DREAMS [48] and SAFEPOWER [49]: 
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▪ Spatial and temporal partitioning (Section 6.3.3). 

▪ Resource management according to pre-defined configuration file (Section 6.3.4). 

▪ Safe data exchange on communication interfaces among partitions (Section 6.3.5) 
with an access control scheme that regulates this traffic. 

▪ Control and management of privileged operations (Section 6.3.6) 

▪ Fault Management and logging (Section 6.3.7) 

Many of these mechanisms rely on the configuration that shall be pre-defined by safety 
system architects and programmed using qualified tools (RACH_03). During the update, the 
configuration file could be adapted to host a new update, but always based on a configuration 
pre-defined at design time. 

6.3.3 Spatial and temporal partitioning 

The overall partitioning approach and requirements follow the same philosophy for safety and 
security, where a partition shall encapsulate the physical and logical resources both spatially 
and temporally (RACH_15): 

▪ Spatial partitioning service: the code and private data of a partition shall not be 
altered by another partition, nor its private devices commanded (RACH_15). To this 
end, the hypervisor shall assign an independent and unique address space to each 
partition (program code, data, stack) (RACH_13). Similarly, private I/Os shall be 
exclusively allocated to the partitions assigned by the system integrator in the 
configuration (RACH_03) (i.e., safety-related peripherals shall be exclusively 
commanded by safety partitions). The hypervisor, together with Memory 
Management Units (MMU) and I/O MMU shall additionally protect this memory 
regions and peripherals from unauthorizes and unintended accesses. 

▪ Temporal partitioning service: the execution of one partition shall not obstruct, in 
the temporal domain (including performance, latency and jitter), the execution of 
other applications causing a deadline violation (RACH_15). To make this possible, 
it is the responsibility of the system integrator to define the partition to core 
allocation with a suitable scheduling table that will be then enforced by the 
hypervisor (e.g., by a cyclic scheduling algorithm or a time-triggered architecture 
recommended by functional safety standards (IEC 61508-3 F.5)). 

However, a precondition to define this scheduling table is knowing the worst-case 
execution time (WCET) of each partition, which, at the same time, will depend on 
the contention caused by parallel partitions according to the partition-to-core 
allocation and their use of shared resources. Accordingly, the WCET of each 
partition and the scheduling table shall account for the temporal contention caused 
by partitions running at the same time in parallel cores. We consider two possible 
alternatives: 

− The first one rests in deriving worst-case contention bounds for a partition that 
hold for any load that the contender partitions can put on the shared resources. 
That is, the increment in time in the WCET estimate of a partition due to 
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contention caused by other partitions, upper-bounds the actual interference it 
can suffer in the presence of any partition (i.e., fully time-composable) [50]. The 
drawback of this option is that it can result in very pessimistic WCET estimates 
but it has the benefit that it is independent from the partitions running on 
parallel cores. 

− To reduce this pessimism and optimize the resource usage, a partially time-
composable approach [50] can be followed. This approach estimates the worst 
contention of the actual contenders based on certain preconditions like: the 
maximum number of parallel contenders, their number and type of requests to 
the shared resources and the time each request type holds the shared resource 
[50, 51]. In this case, the WCET estimate only holds as far as the defined pre-
conditions are below or equal to that assumed in the WCET estimate. For this 
reason, monitoring the resource usage at runtime is a useful technique to avoid 
the exceedance of partially time composable deadlines. 

The WCET estimation of complex platforms is a known challenge. For this reason, 
previous design measures shall be complemented with runtime timing supervision 
mechanisms (e.g., watchdog) that are able to detect timing overruns and react before 
they cause a system failure. As shared resources are the main source of timing 
interferences, monitoring their usage at runtime can also prevent from timing 
violations. 

▪ Global time service: For supporting temporal independence (RACH_15), it is also 
necessary that all partitions have a synchronized notion of time for temporal 
coordination among different components, deterministic inter-partition 
communication and specially for implementing the time monitoring services on the 
online monitoring partition based on timestamps acquired by individual partitions. 
This global notion of time shall be provided by the hypervisor.  

6.3.4 Resource management 

As required by standards, a key feature to achieve previous partitioning is resource 
assignment and resource usage. This resource allocation is defined at design time and 
implemented through the configuration file of the hypervisor. 

▪ Resource management service: It guarantees that each partition can only access 
to the resources statically assigned in the configuration (RACH_03, RACH_18). A 
suitable platform configuration in which sharing of resources is reduced as much 
as possible (e.g., by exclusive use of resources by partitions, bus access priorities, 
shared cache partitioning techniques) shall be studied and defined to ease system 
predictability. This resource allocation service, in combination with the runtime 
monitoring of resources, not only guarantees the required spatial and temporal 
independence (RACH_15), but also protects the system against (distributed) 
denial-of-service and resource exhaustion attacks (RACH_19), maintaining 
essential services (i.e., industrial process control, safety functions) even during the 
execution of online and runtime updates. Some typical resources include: 
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− CPUs can be exclusive to each partition (one-to-one) or shared by multiple 
partitions depending on the overall number of CPUs. In both cases, it is 
important to guarantee temporal independence through the static scheduling 
schemes as described in previous subsection.  

− Memory: Each partition is assigned a private address range protected by means 
of MPU / MMU. The hypervisor guarantees that memory regions are only 
accessible to assigned partitions, enforcing in this way, the required spatial 
independence on memories. Where memory is shared between various 
partitions the system integrator shall guarantee and provide evidence that 
spatial and temporal interference are not compromised and the hypervisor shall 
control all accesses through Inter-Partition Communication (IPC) interfaces (see 
Section 6.3.5). 

− Bus / interconnects: bus access priorities or access times shall be defined 
according to the assumptions made during the timing analysis to limit temporal 
interferences and make sure that all partitions meet their deadlines. 

− I/O devices: Each partition is assigned a set of peripheral resources (virtual or 
physical) protected by the hypervisor and, when available by hardware IOMMU. 
If it is required to share non-safety related peripherals among various partitions, 
the system integrator shall guarantee and provide evidence that spatial and 
temporal interference are not compromised in the defined configuration. 

▪ Interrupt and exception management service: In a similar way as with hardware 
resources, the hypervisor shall also appropriately route hardware interrupts to the 
appropriate partitions according to the static configuration file (RACH_03) to avoid 
spatial and temporal interferences (RACH_15, RACH_18) and denial of service 
attacks (RACH_19) caused by interrupts. 

6.3.5 Inter-partition communication (IPC) 

Inter-partition communication (IPC) shall be defined by the system integrator and managed 
by the hypervisor. Like external interfaces and inbound and outbound network traffic 
management between the gateway and other components, an access control of the inter-
partition communications is needed (RACH_11, RACH_14) to enforce defence-in-depth. To 
this end, a partition connectivity table is created by the system integrator. This table, which 
determines which partition can communicate with which partition and communication 
direction, is statically defined at the system design and development phase. As in the case of 
external interfaces, the UP2DATE gateway architecture already requires at least the IPC 
channels defined in the following Table 8 to transmit the update and monitoring data. 

Table 8: Inter-partition connectivity table 

Interface Purpose Partitions Direction 

IPC_UM 
Update package transmission to end-

devices 

P0 – Update 
manager 

Bidirectional 
P1 – Ext-Update 

manager(s) 
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Interface Purpose Partitions Direction 

IPC_MON1 
System status information transmission 

to update manager 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Source 

P0 – Update 
manager 

Destination 

IPC_MON2 
Monitoring information transmission to 

the server 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Source 

P3 – Offline 
Monitoring 

Destination 

IPC_MONP0 P0 events transmission for monitoring 

P0 – Update 
manager 

Source 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Destination 

IPC_MONP1 P1 events transmission for monitoring 

P1 – Ext-Update 
manager(s) 

Source 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Destination 

IPC_MONP3 P3 events transmission for monitoring 

P2 – Offline 
Monitoring 

Source 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Destination 

IPC_MONP4..N 
P4..N events transmission for 

monitoring 

P4..N – Application 
Partitions 

Source 

P3 – Online 
Monitoring 

Destination 

This inter-partition connectivity table is implemented by the following hypervisor service: 

▪ Inter-partition communication service: denies all communication attempts 
through an interface that has not been configured (RACH_03) and controls the 
access rights to/from each authorized partition (e.g., read or write) (RACH_11, 
RACH_14). From a safety point of view, it guarantees that the implementation of 
these communications does not introduce unconsidered delays in the execution of 
partitions and that lower integrity partitions cannot compromise safety related 
data (RACH_17). 

6.3.6 Privilege operations 

The hypervisor is usually executed with higher privilege rights and manages the hardware 
accesses and execution of privileged operations requested by the partitions. 

▪ Privilege operations and Partition management service: controls all accesses to 
the system hardware resources and prevents partitions from manipulating 
restricted registers to preserve the required independence (RACH_15) and protect 
system configuration from unintended modification (RACH_03). The hypervisor 
shall integrate a secure user control scheme to grant privileges only to users or 
partitions necessary to perform the intended operations (RACH_14).  

In the case of UP2DATE, the ‘P0 – Update manager’ partition needs higher privilege rights than 
other partitions to have the ability to read their status (ID, version, etc.) and control them 
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(e.g., stop/start, suspend/resume, restart other partitions). Some commercial hypervisors 
already differentiate between “system partition” and “user partition” with these different 
control rights. However, in addition to previous operations, the ‘P0 – Update manager’ 
partition will request additional privileged operations like system reconfiguration to 
accommodate new updates (e.g., establishing a new (statically defined) scheduling plan). 

6.3.7 Fault management and logging 

As previously stated, the hypervisor shall be compliant with higher integrity level present on 
the system and this involves having the ability to diagnose itself (i.e., health monitoring) to be 
able to detect faults or attacks on the separation layer before they compromise overall system 
safety and security.  

▪ Fault management service: detects and manages faults in such a way that their 
propagation to other partitions is prevented. These faults may be detected either 
by the health monitoring of the hypervisor or by diagnostic mechanisms 
implemented in the platform or different partitions. For instance, safety guardians 
based on resource usage monitors will be able to detect potential temporal 
independence violations (RACH_20). Depending on the potential consequences of 
the detected fault, a different error reaction may be defined at design time (as part 
of the safety / security concept) and effectuated by the hypervisor (e.g., switch to 
safe-state, stop a partition, system or partition restart, etc.). 

▪ Logging Service: the hypervisor and/or operating systems will collect and record 
relevant security data such as running processes or security authentication 
attempts (RACH_04). 

6.3.8 Summary of hypervisor services 

Table 9 summarizes the hypervisor services introduced throughout this section. 

Table 9: List of hypervisor services 

Service U2D REQ Subsystem Description 

Spatial partitioning 
service 

RACH_13 
RACH_15 

Hypervisor and 
IOMMU / MMU 

The hypervisor assigns independent and 
unique address spaces to each partition 

(code, data, stack) and protects them 
against unauthorized accesses 

Temporal 
partitioning service 

RACH_15 
Hypervisor and 

safety guardians 

The hypervisor executes partitions under a 
scheduling policy that guarantees partition 
execution deadlines (e.g., static scheduling 

based on WCET analysis with upper 
interference bound) 

Global time-service RACH_15 Hypervisor 
The hypervisor provides a synchronized 

global notion of time to all partitions 

Resource 
Management 

service 

RACH_15 
RACH_18 
RACH_19 

Hypervisor and 
IOMMU / MMU 

The hypervisor assigns the resources 
defined in the configuration file and 
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Service U2D REQ Subsystem Description 

enforces this configuration and resource 
usage at runtime 

Interrupt and 
exception 

management service 

RACH_15, 
RACH_18 
RACH_19 

Hypervisor 
The hypervisor routes hardware interrupts 

to the partitions assigned in the 
configuration. 

Inter-partition 
communication 

service 

RACH_14 
RACH_17 

Hypervisor 

The hypervisor manages non-blocking 
deterministic communication among 

partitions and access control based on 
static configuration 

Privilege operations 
and Partition 

management service 

RACH_03 
RACH_14 
RACH_15 

Hypervisor 

The hypervisor manages the execution of 
privilege operations and authorization and 

access rights of partitions to view the 
status of other partitions and execute 
partition management instructions on 

them 

Fault management 
service 

RACH_20 Hypervisor 

The hypervisor includes fault detection for 
faults at the virtualization layer (i.e., 

health management) and reaction and 
isolation mechanisms to prevent fault 

propagation 

Logging service RACH_04 Hypervisor 
The hypervisor and/or operating systems 
on the gateway provide mechanisms for 

storing their own execution events 

7 END-DEVICES 

Within UP2DATE project, end-devices are a set of distributed embedded control subsystems 
or Electronic Control Units (ECU) connected to the gateway over a field bus or a segregated 
network (e.g., CAN, Ethernet), with no access to external public networks. End-devices 
perform domain specific functions that vary depending on the application domain. However, 
they usually share some common characteristics, such as a dedicated software with 
specialized operating systems, restricted number of resources and stringent energy 
consumption and temperature requirements. For this, as well as for safety reasons, the 
common practice on end-devices rests on wired updates performed by specialized technicians 
in safe conditions (such as a mechanic garage for a car). UP2DATE will improve this by 
managing the updates from a centralized gateway. To this end, end-devices shall include, in 
addition to the application software, a bootloader and a monitoring unit.  

7.1 Bootloader 

Nowadays, most ECUs already have some reprogramming capability, which is done in-situ by 
an operator commonly with dedicated tools to access the flash bootloader. UP2DATE will 
follow the same strategy, with end-devices integrating a bootloader that, in this case, will be 
remotely addressed via gateway communications. The gateway will command the update on 
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end-devices, which brings some particularities that were not considered in the gateway 
update service, like the need to allow the simultaneous update of several end-devices 
(RUCY_20), or the need to guarantee coherence among the update files and versions on 
different end-devices (RUCY_05). The following services are available in the end-devices: 

▪ End-device update reception service: receives the update from the gateway 
external update manager (RUCY_14). 

▪ Update programming service: updates the whole end-device (except the 
bootloader) (RUCY_02). It programs the update and once the gateway update 
manager validates the update (see update verification service) and commands the 
activation (see update activation service), the programming service resets the end-
device through a secure boot process (RACH_05). Since some end-devices may run 
bare bone software with no filesystem, this service is able to also update this kind 
of end-devices (RUCY_16). 

7.2 Monitoring 

In addition to the bootloader, the end-devices will also integrate monitoring services to send 
to the gateway the required information for update validation (RUCY_23). However, end-
devices have limited resources and therefore it is usually not possible to gather high volumes 
of monitoring data. Therefore, end-device monitoring data is limited: (i) given that end-
devices are not mixed-criticality systems, there is no need to provide independence 
guarantees; (ii) safety-critical end-devices already integrate the required diagnostic 
mechanisms according to their associated integrity level (e.g., an external watchdog for 
temporal and logical monitoring). Therefore, safety diagnostics do not rely on the monitoring. 
According to the reference architecture, end-devices are allocated in the SL 0 zone and for this 
reason security monitoring capabilities are excluded too. 

▪ End-device monitoring service: collects update validation data and transfers it to 
the event collection and processing element in the gateway (RUCY_23). 

7.3 Summary of end-device services 

Table 10 summarizes the end-device services presented in this section. 

Table 10: List of end-device services 

Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle step 
Subsystem Description 

End-device 
update 

reception 
service 

RUCY_14 
RPLT_15 
RPLT_16 

Step 5 Bootloader 
Receive update from the external 
update manager in the gateway 

Update 
programming 

service 

RUCY_02 
RUCY_16 
RACH_05 
RPLT_15 

Step6, 
Step 8 

Bootloader 
Program the update and test the 

end-device 
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Service U2D REQ 
Update-

cycle step 
Subsystem Description 

RPLT_16 

End-device 
monitoring 

service 

RUCY_23 
RPLT_15 
RPLT_16 

Step 10 Monitoring 
Collect and share update 

validation data 

8 USE-CASE ARCHITECTURES 

The UP2DATE architecture and solutions aim to be generic enough to be applicable across 
multiple and different applications of different nature (safety, non-safety, real-time, compute 
intensive…) in relevant sectors. As such, the high-level architecture is agnostic from specific 
application requirements, that are not yet specified at this project phase for UP2DATE use-
cases. However, it is crucial to consider specific automotive and railway market needs from 
the early beginning, to ensure that the proposed solutions are aligned with them. For this 
reason, D2.1 collected the requirements of the automotive and railway markets in terms of 
the update functionality, hardware/software platform restrictions and other non-functional 
requirements such as those related to safety and security, and D2.2 selected the hardware 
and software for the project considering use-case needs. This report has combined these 
sectorial requirements with the safety and security constraints dictated by generic (domain 
independent) standards (see Appendix A) to define a global solution applicable across multiple 
domains and programs. 

This section aims to illustrate how this global reference architecture relates to the different 
UP2DATE use-case prototypes. In addition, it provides a high-level overview of the 
applications that will be later specified in WP6, more particularly on tasks T6.1 (“Definition of 
the railway use-case and the evaluation plan”) and task T6.3 (“Definition of the automotive 
use-case and the evaluation plan”) as planned in the DoA. To provide a better understanding 
of the relevance of UP2DATE in the use-case domains and the different choices that lead to 
the selection of platforms, first we define the current software updating solutions on these 
industrial domains and the improvements that each use-case seeks to attain with UP2DATE, 
which directly relate to project success criteria (later summarized in Section 8.4). 

As explained in D2.1 and D2.2, UP2DATE will contemplate two types of use-cases: (i) two 
industrial use-cases that will serve to evaluate the current challenges of the railway (Section 
8.1) and automotive domains (Section 8.2), and (ii) a research use-case (Section 8.3) that 
complement previous evaluation with lower TRL scientific innovations. At the end of this 
section, we provide a summary and comparison among the use-cases (Section 8.4). 

8.1 Railway platform 

The railway use-case sets its focus on CAF’s railway signalling product range (see Figure 16). 
The whole signalling system is comprised of a high volume of trackside devices located across 
tens or hundreds of kilometres long lines. Depending on their purpose, many of these devices 
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execute safety functions and must meet with high-integrity level (typically SIL 4) requirements 
from railway functional safety standards (EN 5012X [14, 15]).  

8.1.1 Current update approach 

In the installation phase of a signalling system, frequently, it is necessary to modify operating 
parameters or even some software functionalities on the installed embedded devices. The 
different devices installed along the trackside signalling and communication system are often 
dependant, in such a way that a change in one of them usually affects multiple devices (with 
different levels of criticality) and they shall be all updated with a coherent version among 
them. The update of such devices usually requires a team of specialized technicians to 
physically access them, which results in a costly and time-consuming procedure. Furthermore, 
when updating safety related devices, the physical presence of a member from the railway 
administration infrastructure manager is required. Moreover, the update procedure of safety 
related devices includes, besides upgrading devices, performing conformance tests and 
managing the corresponding documentation. 

During the maintenance phase, upgrades are less frequent, but given that the system is under 
operation, the impact is even greater. The update must be performed when the train service 
is suspended, late at night or during scheduled track maintenance cycles. When the update is 
performed at night, it might require several successive nights, where multiple coordinated 
teams simultaneously download test versions on every system device, carry out the tests and 
restore the previous approved version to re-establish normal operation. The estimated cost 
of loading one version is equivalent to 15 specialized technicians working during a whole night. 

In addition, it shall be noted that railway signalling system devices are diverse, with different 
responsibilities and, in addition, have very long product lifecycles. This results in several 
different architectures coexisting at any given time.  

8.1.2 UP2DATE objectives 

The UP2DATE solution applied for the railway domain can bring great savings in the 
installation and maintenance phases of railway signalling devices by reducing the time 
required for the update (and hence improving availability and reducing costs) and by removing 
the need for physical operator presence during the update. In fact, the main objective is to 
achieve a 50% long term cost reduction during the whole product life cycle. All in all, the 
integration of the UP2DATE platform in the railway signalling system seeks to: 

▪ Automatize this both costly and time-consuming updating procedure while 
maintaining system safety and security levels, and reduce, in this way, the team of 
technicians that usually works simultaneously. 

▪ Reduce the time needed for the update (thus maximizing testing time each night). 

▪ Manage the update of multiple and diverse railway signalling end-devices while 
keeping dependent update versions coherent and respecting the resource 
constraints of legacy devices. 

▪ Reduce the overall number of embedded devices in the field by integrating 
applications on a mixed-criticality platform. 
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▪ Monitor the operation of the signalling devices after an update. 

8.1.3 Application 

The railway use-case of UP2DATE is focused on a Safety Detector Manager (SDM), that gets 
information from several sensors along the railway line (e.g., lateral wind detectors and falling 
object detectors for instance), processes this information and sends it as consolidated data to 
the railway interlocking. The railway interlocking uses that information to protect the train 
routes in case any of the detectors raises an alarm. Although, parts of the software running in 
the product (e.g., the lower layers of the communication protocols, support for diagnosis and 
maintenance, etcetera) are not safety critical, currently the whole SDM is developed as a SIL 
4 product.  

The original system consists of seven processors, with a 2oo3 (two out of three) architecture 
for the safety logic and double non-safety critical 1oo2 (one out of two) architecture to be 
able to connect to two pairs of redundant TCP/IP networks. These TCP/IP networks are 
considered to be secure networks (class 1, according to CENELEC EN 50159), therefore, no 
specific security measures are implemented. The product has been certified by an 
Independent Safety Assessor (ISA) and is currently in operation in several installations. 

The UP2DATE railway use-case will implement a simplified version of this system, focusing 
only on two of the nodes of the redundant 2oo3 architecture. The detailed requirements of 
the application will be defined in the later project task T6.1 and gathered in the associated 
deliverable D6.1 (“Railway Use-case Definition and Validation Plan”) together with the 
validation plan for such requirements. At this project stage, only those requirements from the 
railway application domain with an impact on the reference architecture have been 
considered. Next section provides further details on how the application is planned to be 
mapped to the reference architecture. 

 

Figure 16: Railway use-case 

8.1.4 Architecture 

The railway architecture will integrate a simplified subset of the SDM in the reference 
UP2DATE architecture (see Figure 17) comprised of the three elements of the project as 
explained below. The high diversity of co-existing railway signalling devices justifies the need 
for UP2DATE solution to be portable (RPLT_03).  

▪ Server: implements the solution of Section 5 with a single instance of its 
applications and connection to a single gateway. That is, the server includes an 
update repository, the SUMS, update testing and update master to manage the 
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updates and a monitoring data collection and monitoring platform for system 
supervision. In the railway use-case, this server is located together with the current 
Traffic Management System (Control Centre), where operators schedule updates 
in a centralized manner. 

The containerization of the different server applications will be based on Docker 
[52], one of the most popular and extended open-source tools for developing 
containerized applications and provides isolation, efficiency, portability and 
scalability among other benefits that explain its success [53]. Then, to manage the 
multiple containers on the server in an automated manner, the open-source 
Kubernetes container orchestration platform will be used [54]. Kubernetes allows 
automated scaling of containers over multiple physical machines and multiple 
instances. Furthermore, it provides features like load balancing, resource 
management and storage orchestration and it has become the standard container 
orchestration platform for major cloud providers [52, 54]. 

▪ Gateway: based on the mixed-criticality architecture of Section 6, the gateway 
communicates with the server to centralize the update of all the individual devices 
of the signalling system without the need to physically access them. To this end, 
the gateway will implement the different update and monitoring middleware 
partitions on top of a virtualization layer based on the KVM hypervisor, an open-
source virtualisation solution (RPLT_01) that, as explained in D2.2, supports all 
considered platform variants and provides the required flexibility to implement 
UP2DATE specific solutions on top of it. However, for the sake of portability 
(RPLT_03), this virtualization layer will be made interchangeable by Libvirt 
(RPLT_02), which provides a common interface for controlling virtual guests of 
different types such as KVM, Xen, QEMU, docker and many others [55]. 

In conjunction to those generic partitions required by the reference architecture 
for executing the updates and the monitoring, the railway use-case will integrate 
one of the safety nodes of the safety detector manager system on the gateway. 
This aims at reducing the overall number of devices in the system and thus the 
associated costs. The simplified SDM node includes safety critical and non-safety 
critical software functions. While the current CAF approach relies on certifying the 
whole software according to the highest integrity level, the partitioned approach 
proposed by UP2DATE allows separating the application into a safety and a non-
safety partition, considerably reducing the efforts and costs associated to the 
development and maintenance of the non-critical software portion. As it can be 
seen in Figure 17, these two partitions need to communicate to each other through 
the services provided by the hypervisor. 

For easing the porting of CAF’s existing application, the high-performance gateway 
architecture shall be aligned with current CAF’s product line and its communication 
shall be compatible with the end-devices. In this regard, the use of ARM 
architecture is quite extended along the multiple devices in CAF’s railway signalling 
system and will probably be the chosen architecture for future devices. Therefore, 
the UP2DATE gateway for the railway use-case is based on an ARM multicore 
platform such as the NVIDIA Jetson or Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale (RPLT_07). In fact, CAF 
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is already involved in activities that include the Zynq family of processors and they 
have already employed it in previous projects, such as SAFEPOWER [49]. The 
communication in the current railway architecture is based on Ethernet and TCP/IP 
protocols, therefore, application partitions in the UP2DATE gateway have access 
to an Ethernet communication port with TCP/IP network stack (RPLT_08) and the 
protocols used for transmitting software updates to the end-devices shall also be 
TCP/IP based (RPLT_09). 

▪ End-device: the use-case will integrate a single end-device running a second 
instance of the SDM application. The version of this end-device shall be coherent 
with that integrated in the gateway, as both are part of the same redundant 
architecture. This end-device, consists of one of CAFs signalling devices, which is 
based on the PowerPC architecture and will be adapted to fulfil the specifications 
of Section 7:  

− Currently, CAF has a bootloader with software flashing capabilities, used to 
update the software locally. However, the update is sent through raw Ethernet 
with a proprietary protocol, which requires physical access to the end-device 
(so it can only be used for local updates). This will be adapted in the project 
scope to support TCP/IP based updates (RPLT_09).  

− In addition, current end-device implementations also integrate monitoring 
features that shall be made available to the gateway to assess the validity of the 
update (RACH_22).  

Due to the limited resources of existing railway end-devices, the impact of UP2DATE 
adaptations in terms of CPU load should be limited, not exceeding a 25% increase 
(RPLT_10). 

In addition to all these features, all components of the railway architecture integrate 
monitoring features on them (see Figure 17), including the update and monitoring related 
partitions (P0 to P3), even if it has not been included in the figure for simplicity. The monitoring 
partition will collect runtime information from both the end-device (based on CAF proprietary 
protocol) and the SDM partitions on the gateway (based on UP2DATE event recorders). The 
specific tools for event recording and evaluation (both online and offline) are further explained 
in deliverable D5.1. 
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Figure 17 UP2DATE railway use-case architecture. 
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8.2 Automotive platform 

The automotive industrial demonstrator takes place in the context of the next generation of 
connected automotive in-car computing architectures. The number of computerized 
Electronic Control Units (ECUs), which is over a hundred in nowadays cars, is increasing with 
every new car generation, since every new function requires a new ECU (e.g., engine control, 
infotainment, driving assistance). In this scenario, with increasing functions realized by 
software, remote updates gain considerable relevance in order to reduce overall recall costs. 
Similarly, the UP2DATE gateway seeks to optimize the overall vehicle design by reducing the 
number of ECUs. To this end, the gateway will integrate several ECUs on a more powerful 
centralized computing platform (CCP). 

8.2.1 Current update solution 

As the quantity of code governing car functions increases, so does the need and frequency to 
update such code. In the postproduction and service phases a software update implies asking 
the user to go to a service point where a specialized technician updates the device in situ. This 
is clearly a costly and lengthy procedure which has a huge impact on the post-production and 
maintenance cost. In the case of safety related software, the effort and associated costs are 
even greater, since artefacts showing evidence of correct update must be produced and 
stored. Moreover, often recalls concerning safety features have a negative impact on car 
brand’s image and can impact the market share of an automaker and even other automakers. 

8.2.2 UP2DATE objectives 

UP2DATE aims at reducing postproduction and maintenance costs by allowing remote 
updates. The long-term objective is to reduce the number of recalls and service campaigns up 
to 90% by enabling OTASU. To this end, the integration of UP2DATE technology in the 
automotive use-case will: 

▪ Enable automatic updating operations in safe conditions without driving to a 
service point (and hence reducing update time) and respecting data security 
constraints. 

▪ Extend software updating technology to any of the tens of Electronic Control Units 
with which the new generation cars are equipped; even those related to safety 
functions like brake management. 

▪ Preserve performance and memory footprint in resource constrained automotive 
ECUs that integrate the update functionality. 

▪ Reduce the amount of vehicle ECUs by the integration of centralized computing 
platforms that enable the execution of resource demanding applications like 
infotainment together with real-time safety applications. 

8.2.3 Application 

New generations of cars are equipped with an increasing number of ECUs that manage all the 
aspects of vehicle behaviour, from engine control to on-board comfort, from brakes management 

to lights and so on. The automotive use-case is the result of the combination of the two 
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aforementioned trends: remotely updating legacy automotive ECUs and overall ECU 
integration on Centralized Computing Platforms (CCP): 

▪ On the one hand, the use-case will focus on a Vehicle Domain Control Module 
(VDCM), an integrated platform for Powertrain and Vehicle dynamic control, that 
comprises functions such as diagnosis and safety, energy and thermal 
management, and driver interface among others (see Figure 18). The VDCM system 
is compliant with the ISO 26262 standard for Road Vehicle Functional Safety 
requirements, with the highest Automotive Safety Integrity Level (i.e., ASIL D). 

▪ On the other hand, the centralized platform of UP2DATE is intended to support 
diverse automotive grade domains such as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 
(ADAS), In-vehicle infotainment (IVI), safety co-pilot etc. that are generally 
compute intensive and therefore need higher performance than that provided by 
regular automotive safety ECUs. The use-case will focus on open-source In-vehicle 
Infotainment initiatives such as GENIVI [56].  

The UP2DATE automotive use-case will join these two concepts as described in the 
architecture of the next subsection. The detailed requirements of the application will be 
defined in the later project task T6.3 and gathered in the associated deliverable D6.2 
(“Automotive Use-case Definition and Validation Plan”) together with the validation plan for 
such requirements. At this project stage, only those requirements from the automotive 
application domain with an impact on the reference architecture have been considered. 

 

Figure 18: Automotive end-device use-case 

8.2.4 Architecture 

Following the same approach as in the railway use-case, the automotive use-case architecture 
presented in Figure 19 is based on the UP2DATE reference architecture and hence, it 
integrates the very same elements:
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Figure 19 UP2DATE automotive use-case architecture. 
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▪ Server: same applications and structure as in the railway use-case.  

▪ Gateway: is a high-performance computer platform following the centralized 
mixed-criticality paradigm. As in the previous case, the gateway acts as the central 
node for connecting each updatable ECU of the car to the UP2DATE server and the 
customer service backend infrastructure. In this way, this automotive Centralized 
Computing Platform, manages updates, provides monitoring capabilities, and 
integrates several vehicle safety and/or non-safety critical functions classically 
placed in separated ECUs (e.g., break management and infotainment). The 
infotainment needs multimedia applications like graphical and video libraries or 
audio libraries and consists of many interconnected hardware and software 
components. These functions can only be realized by heterogeneous platforms 
with high-computational power and compliant with a set of resource and interface 
requirements (RPLT_14). To meet these requirements, a high-performance 
platform suitable for ADAS and safety critical automotive implementations is 
selected: the Renesas R-Car H3 SoC device [57] (compliant to ISO 26262 ASIL B). 
The R-Car H3 is considered a suitable solution for accelerating the integration of 
In-Vehicle-Infotainment (IVI) software that includes graphics, multimedia, audio, 
etc. and it is adopted as a standard Reference Platform for Automotive Grade Linux 
[58] and GENIVI [56, 57]. This would considerably reduce the effort of setting up 
the infotainment system. 

In this case, the required separation is enforced by XEN as a prototype open-source 
hypervisor (RPLT_01). This will allow the evaluation of the portability of the 
solutions built on top of libvirt for KVM (RPLT_02, RPLT_03) to a different 
virtualization layer (RPLT_02). 

Once again, the communication among the gateway and end-devices shall be 
compatible with existing Marelli’s legacy systems, which in this case, are based on 
CAN-FD (RPLT_13). 

▪ End-devices: UP2DATE end-devices must be compatible with the existing VDCM 
and communication protocols. For this reason, the UP2DATE end-device hardware 
platform consists of the new generation Infineon AURIX Tricore microcontroller 
(TC397XP-256) (RPLT_11). The AURIX™ platform was chosen for several reasons: 

− It is a multicore platform meant for the management of automotive-grade 
peripherals.  

− It has a Hardware Security Module (HSM) chip on board specifically to address 
security concerns. 

Moreover, the VDCM is implemented as an embedded real-time multitasking full 
preemptive software and the management of scheduling and context switching is 
done by an AUTOSAR compliant Operating System. Therefore, UP2DATE software 
entities for end-devices (e.g., monitors, bootloader) and operating systems should 
be AUTOSAR compliant (RPLT_12) for compatibility with Marelli’s products. A 
particularity of end-device software is that these software entities shall have the 
possibility to be called in asynchronous mode (i.e., without blocking the execution 
of other tasks) (RPLT_15) and shall be designed as re-entrant (RPLT_16) (i.e., they 
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can be shared by several processes at the same time) to provide the required real-
time properties. 

The expected results from updating end-devices seek to achieve a reduced impact 
of OTASU in terms of CPU load (RPLT_19), memory footprint (RPLT_18) and update 
time (RPLT_17). 

As in the previous case, both end-device as well as the gateway partitions will integrate 
monitoring features according to the monitoring strategy explained in the reference 
architecture. The specific monitoring mechanisms are defined in deliverable D5.1. 

8.3 Open Research platform 

The project will address lower TRL research contributions through an open research 
demonstrator. The main objectives of this open research platform are: 

▪ Evaluating individual WP3, WP4 and WP5 contributions and their integration 
before they are released to UP2DATE industrial use-cases. This will allow 
performing an incremental evaluation of the solutions, as WP6 starts at a later 
project stage, and it seeks to ease the use-case evaluation phase through previous 
technology integration. 

▪ Focusing on scientific breakthrough and innovative trends beyond the current 
industrial practice. Through this use-case we will explore more advanced updating 
strategies (i.e., runtime updates) on more challenging heterogenous platforms 
(e.g., including GPUs) not considered in the industrial use-cases. This research 
platform will evaluate scenarios that at the time of writing are more distant from 
industrial and certification practice but that can have a relevant impact on the 
future of connected and autonomous systems.  

▪ Providing an open project demonstrator. Industrial use-case applications are often 
confidential, what limits the publication of results. By providing a public 
demonstrator, the project aims to improve dissemination as well as collaboration 
with other research projects or individuals. 

The aforementioned scientific breakthrough will be pursued based on a demonstrator for 
intelligent and autonomous high-performance applications. This is a key emerging topic for 
both the automotive and the railway market, as well as for other domains like space or 
avionics. In the automotive domain, autonomous driving is one of the fast-growing markets, 
with a prediction of reaching highest autonomy (Level 5) by 2030 [59]. The railway sector is 
also making important advances in this regard, and companies from the railway sector 
forecast that driverless trains could start running by 2023 [60] starting a transition from 
automated trains (where decisions are taken by external systems) to autonomous trains, 
where trains take decisions by themselves [61].  

8.3.1 UP2DATE objectives 

The specific objectives of this use-case in the scope of UP2DATE are: 
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▪ Evaluate and extend UP2DATE contributions on high-performance platforms which 
could be closer to emerging intelligent, autonomous and resource intensive 
functionalities like autonomous driving. Extend the industrial use-case evaluation 
with a study of the implications of accelerators (e.g., GPUs) which may involve new 
limitations on the functional safety, security, power consumption and 
determinism. 

▪ Implement and evaluate runtime updates. The runtime updating approach 
presented in this deliverable is more challenging than its offline and online 
counterparts in terms of safety, security and implementation complexity, which 
hinders their short-term adoption in the project use-cases subject to certification. 
However, as stated by the European Union Agency for Network and Information 
security (ENISA) the research is this direction to achieve updates without 
disruption of service is necessary [42]. 

▪ Deeper evaluation and use of contracts and monitors for update verification and 
validation. While industrial use-cases will serve to analyse the viability of applying 
contracts to existing applications and their benefits in the update framework, with 
the open research platform different types of contracts and monitors can be 
applied at a finer granularity in complex and computationally intensive software. 

8.3.2 Application 

The proposed demonstrator is based on an open-source pedestrian detection benchmark that 
uses the Viola-Jones detection algorithm. This pedestrian detection system was developed by 
Thales Group within the FP7 project TERAFLUX and shared via the HiPEAC network of 
excellence with research institutes worldwide [62]. UP2DATE will start from a later adaptation 
of it, that transformed the sequential CPU algorithm to a parallelized solution based on 
multicores and/or GPUs to improve its performance [63]. This application has three main 
components: 

▪ Image acquisition: to obtain the images from a stored file or live from a camera. 

▪ Viola-Jones object recognition algorithm [64, 65]: object detection framework 
capable of processing images at high rates while achieving high detection degrees.  

▪ Visualization: to draw boxes around the detected pedestrians in the input image. 

The results of the pedestrian detection can be then integrated with safety-critical control 
functions that take real-time decisions based on the result of the detection (e.g., an 
emergency brake control system). 

8.3.3 Architecture 

The instantiation of the reference architecture in the research platform is shown in Figure 20 
and explained below: 

▪ Server: the server architecture on the research platform is the same as for the 
railway use-case.  
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▪ Gateway: implements the mixed-criticality architecture of Section 6 on the two 
high-performance heterogeneous platforms selected in previous deliverable D2.2, 
showing portability among them (NVIDIA Jetson Xavier and Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale 
(RPLT_03)). In this case, performance and the compatibility with the railway use-
case (RPLT_04) (i.e., ARM based architecture) (RPLT_07) were two determining 
factors for selecting these two platforms, over which the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier is 
prioritized for the research use-case as it showed higher performance rations 
during the evaluation in D2.2, and integrates General Purpose GPUs (RPLT_06) that 
showed very promising results for parallelizing the viola-jones algorithm in the 
research carried out in [63]. In addition, these two platforms provide the required 
interfaces (Ethernet, UART, CAN (FD)) to implement the update functionality also 
on previous use-cases (RPLT_05). 

As it can be seen in Figure 20, the software stack is exactly the same as in the 
railway use-case, except for the partition that command the system GPUs which 
will be integrated on top of a Docker container (RPLT_01, RPLT_02). Therefore, the 
use-case will include the update and monitoring middleware partitions defined in 
Section 6 plus an additional application specific partition with the pedestrian 
detection system that includes image acquisition, Viola-Jones object recognition 
and visualization. This partition can be replicated in several instances then to 
improve system performance. As the Viola-Jones is a computationally intensive 
software algorithm, it will make use of the GPUs in the NVIDIA platform. 

This use-case does not integrate end-devices as they are already evaluated through the 
industrial scenarios. As in the previous cases, the monitoring features and tools are described 
in D5.1, which will also integrate a security auditor (based on open-source tools such as 
OpenScap [66, 67] or Lynis [68]) for evaluating security compliance. 

 
Figure 20: UP2DATE open research demonstrator architecture 
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8.4 Summary of UP2DATE use-cases 

The objectives of previous use-cases directly relate to the UP2DATE success criteria defined in 
D2.1 and can be summarized by the following six concepts: 

▪ Monitoring: evaluates the degree of coverage that the solution provides to detect 
different types of events (failures, attacks, wrong updates). 

▪ Portability: refers to the adaptability of project outcomes to be applicable across 
different platforms, including high-performance and existing platforms, as well as 
different operating systems. 

▪ Maintainability and system optimization: assess system improvements in terms of 
maintenance through remote updates, resource usage, update time, energy, costs. 

▪ Availability: relates to the probability that the system is operational when it needs 
to be used, in this case by reducing the system downtime caused by updates.  

▪ Safety: measures the adherence to standards and compliance of safety 
countermeasures (e.g., spatial isolation) for reducing unreasonable risk up to 
acceptable levels. 

▪ Security: indicates the adherence to standards and compliance of security 
countermeasures (e.g., spatial isolation) for protecting against criminal or 
unauthorized use of data and devices. 

Table 11 summarizes the relevance of this success criteria in terms of software updates for 
the project use-cases and relates each of it to the identifiers of the Key Performance Indicators 
(KPI) defined in D2.1. Accordingly, use-case requirements and their validation (later defined 
in WP6) will serve to evaluate the achievement of project success criteria. 

Table 11: Relation of UP2DATE Success criteria and use-case objectives 

U2D Success 
criteria 

KPI ID 
(D2.1) 

Railway Automotive Research 

Monitoring 
CR1, CR2, 

CR12 

Monitor the 
operation of 

devices after the 
update 

n.a. 

Extend monitoring 
features to GPUs 

for compute 
intensive functions 

Portability CR3 

Update of multiple 
and diverse 

railway signalling 
end-devices 

Apply updates to 
multiple and 

diverse vehicle 
ECUs 

Update GPU code 

Maintainability 
and system 

optimization 

CR4, CR6, 
CR7, CR9 

Cost reduction 
through 

automatized 
update procedure 

Cost reduction 
through 

automatized 
update procedure 

Design 
optimization 

based on 
monitoring data 

Implementation in 
resource-

constrained 
platforms 

Implementation in 
resource-

constrained 
platforms 
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U2D Success 
criteria 

KPI ID 
(D2.1) 

Railway Automotive Research 

Reduction of the 
overall number of 
devices through 
mixed-criticality 

integration 

Reduction of the 
overall number of 

vehicle ECUs 
through mixed-

criticality 
integration 

Availability 
CR5, CR7, 
CR8, CR11 

Reduced update 
time improves 
testing time on 

each maintenance 
cycle 

Reduced update 
time improves 

user experience 
and car brand’s 

image 

Runtime updates 
without disruption 

of service 

Safety 
CR10, 
CR13 

Safe update 
procedure 

Safe update 
procedure 

Safety of runtime 
updating approach 

Safe mixed-
criticality 

integration 

Safe mixed-
criticality 

integration 

Safe mixed-
criticality 

integration 

Security 
CR10, 
CR14 

Secure update 
procedure 

Secure update 
procedure 

Integration of 
security auditor 

Secure mixed-
criticality 

integration 

Secure mixed-
criticality 

integration 

Secure mixed-
criticality 

integration 

In addition, Table 12 shows how the different use-cases cover the different aspects of the 
project and a summary of platforms considered for each use case. As we have seen in previous 
subsections, the objectives and rationale behind platform selection result from two 
complementary perspectives: 

▪ Integration of increasingly complex high-performance platforms for building a 
mixed-criticality gateway. The transition into centralized solutions raises interest 
for both railway and automotive domains. In addition, the enhanced computing 
power enables the research towards autonomous and intelligent systems 
(research use-case). For this reason, and to evaluate the portability of the solution, 
several high-performance platforms suitable for automotive (RCAR) and railway 
domains (ARM-based) are considered. 

▪ Remotely updating legacy / existing chips. The reference UP2DATE architecture is 
designed considering legacy aspects. For this reason, it is based on introducing a 
gateway into existing systems. This gateway, following IEC 62443-3-3, provides 
compensating countermeasures for legacy/existing chips, enforcing defence-in-
depth (RACH_02). The gateway has the capability and flexibility to connect and 
update multiple and diverse end-devices, a solution that is scalable across different 
existing processors (e.g., PowerPC, AURIX). The project will integrate existing 
architectures from the automotive (AURIX) and railway (PowerPC) domains. 
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Table 12: Summary of use-case applications, update strategies and platforms 

 
App. 

Update Platform 

 Update granularity Dynamicity Safety Release Hardware Hypervisor OS 

Railway 
Gateway 

SDM 
Node 1 

Partition,  
full system, configuration 

parameters, 
security functions 

Offline / 
Online 

Safety and non-safety 
partition updates 

Coherency checks needed 

Push 
mode 

Zynq UL+ 
Nvidia 
Jetson 

KVM + 
libvirt 

LINUX 
(RT) 

Railway 
End-device 

SDM 
Node 2 

Full system, configuration 
parameters 

Offline Safety software update 
Push 
mode 

Power PC n.a. n.a. 

Auto 
Gateway 

GENIVI 
Full system,  

partition 
Offline / 
Online 

Non-safety partition 
updates 

Push or 
pull 

Renesas R-
Car H3 

XEN + 
libvirt 

LINUX 
(RT) 

Auto end-
device 

VDCM Full system Offline Safety software update 
Pull 

mode 
AURIX 
Tricore 

n.a. 
AUTOSAR 
compliant 

Research 
Gateway 

Pedestrian 
detector 

Full system, 
Partition, 
GPU code 

Offline / 
Online / 
Runtime 

Safety and non-safety 
software updates 

Push or 
pull 

Nvidia 
Jetson 

Zynq UL+ 

KVM + 
libvirt and 

Docker 

LINUX 
(RT) 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

In this deliverable we defined the high-level UP2DATE reference architecture for mixed-
criticality systems with support for OTASU. This architecture definition is fundamental for 
constituting the theoretical basis of the project together with deliverables D3.1, D4.1 and 
D5.1. This reference architecture will serve to start the concept assessment process with an 
external certification authority in subsequent project activities and to guide the project 
implementation and evaluation tasks in the project use-cases. For the latter, the reference 
architecture of this report will be then tailored to the automotive and railway use-cases. 

The first fundamental step for the definition of a safe and secure architecture was collecting 
the requirements from standards. In this regard, we have seen that there is a notable gap 
between functional safety and cybersecurity guidance. While system maintenance is a crucial 
activity in both of them, safety software modifications usually involve costly and time-
consuming procedures and are commonly limited to unavoidable situations like a change in 
legislation. On the contrary, software updates will play a key role for cybersecurity 
maintenance in the forthcoming period and industrial security standards, such as IEC 62443, 
ISO 24089 or ISO 21434, have already established software updating procedures and 
guidance. However, OTASU management is a complex and challenging task, for which current 
industrial devices were not designed for. This hurdle is further exacerbated in systems with 
safety implications where there is an increasing need to apply safety and security standards 
in combination, a topic that is covered in the IEC TR 63069 [22] technical report. This 
deliverable aimed to bridge the conceptual gap between safety and security in terms of 
software updates by the definition of a joined safety-security software update management 
procedure based on the requirements and guidelines of IEC 61508, IEC 62443 and UNECE 
regulations. 

From all update management procedure activities, we mainly focused on the safe and secure 
update realization phase, defining the update-cycle and architecture style that fulfils 
previously identified safety and security requirements and project objectives. The reference 
architecture is comprised of three main elements distributed across a secure network design: 
a server, a centralized mixed-criticality gateway and one or several end-devices. The 
motivation behind the inclusion of a high-performance gateway was twofold: (i) providing 
higher computation power that enable the integration of next generation of autonomous and 
intelligent systems together with critical functions; and (ii) enabling the remote update of 
existing control devices in a secure way. The end-devices are commonly resource-constrained 
(legacy) devices and therefore provide low computation capabilities. In this context, these 
devices might not be able to execute and enforce the required technical security functions. As 
compensating measure, these devices are deployed behind a security-aware gateway that 
manages their remote software updates.  

Finally, this report exposed the applicability of the architecture to project use-cases and 
domains. Their main requirements for the architecture, previously collected in D2.1, were 
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considered in the definition of the architecture and platform selection, resulting in a platform-
agnostic solution with high degree of portability and adaptability to project use-cases. 

10 GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS 

This section defines the UP2DATE project-wide terminology, focusing on the most relevant 
and frequently used terms. In addition, it presents the list of acronyms and abbreviations of 
this deliverable. 

10.1 Definitions 

Compliant-item Pre-existing safety element intended to be reused in one or more safety system 

developments. 

Conduit Specific type of zone that groups the communications between different security 

zones. 

Constraint check Implementation of services for evaluating update SASE properties within the update 

cycle. 

Container Isolated environments for running software units that include code and all its 

dependencies. 

Contract Compositional semantics for specifying components in terms of their properties and 

relations. 

Diagnostic Test 

Interval 

Interval between on-line tests to detect faults in a safety-related system [11]. 

Digital signature Cryptographic mechanism for verifying the authenticity of electronically transmitted 

messages. 

Impact analysis Activity of determining the effect that a change to a function or component in a system 
will have to other functions or components in that system as well as to other systems 
[11] 

Independence of 

execution 

When elements do not adversely interfere with each other’s execution behaviour such 

that a dangerous failure would occur. It shall be demonstrated in both the spatial and 

temporal domains [11]. 

Metadata Information associated in this case to the update necessary to execute the update-
cycle. 

Mixed-criticality System comprised of multiple different levels of safety or security criticality. 

Offline update Update whose activation happens in a safe-state. 

Offline monitoring Practice of gathering and sharing runtime system information for later evaluation on 

an external device  
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Online update (Partition) update executed without interrupting the execution of rest of the system.  

Online monitoring Practice of gathering and evaluating runtime system information at real-time. 

Partition Unit of independent execution environment on a computer platform achieved by the 

spatial and temporal encapsulation of physical resources often supported by 

virtualization. Depending on the partitioning technology it is also referred as domain 

or virtual machine. 

Quarantine mode Parallel execution of updated software on a shadow partition for testing, until it is 

approved to be working correctly according to a predefined confidence level. 

Runtime 

monitoring 

Verification technique that relies on operation time observations of the system. 

Runtime update Update executed while the software under update is under operation without the 

need of a halt and restart and therefore with no downtime caused by the update 

Safe-state State of the EUC when safety is achieved [11]. 

Safety Guardians Monitoring units that limit the use of resources to assigned budgets. 

Safety Integrity 

Level 

discrete level (one out of a possible four), corresponding to a range of safety integrity 
values, where safety integrity level 4 has the highest level of safety integrity and safety 
integrity level 1 has the lowest [11]. 

SASE concept Strategies and architecture design to achieve the desired Safety Integrity Level (SIL) and 

Security Level (SL) 

SASE metrics Measurable indicators that can be used to assess the state of the system with respect 

to relevant safety and security properties. 

SASE properties Safety and security dependencies and constraints of system software components and 

undelaying hardware. 

Security 

fingerprinting 

Monitoring method that uses runtime information to identify the software, network 

protocols, operating systems, hardware devices and their configuration and compares 

them against known footprints to detect possible anomalies. 

Security zone Group of elements and assets that share common security requirements and where 

common security policies can be enforced. 

Shadow partition Temporal background partition created to run updates on quarantine mode for testing 

runtime updates. The shadow partition does not act on the system. 

Software 

component 

Unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context 

dependencies [69]. 

Spatial 

Independence 

The data used by a one element shall not be changed by a another element [11]. 
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Temporal 

Independence 

One element shall not cause another element to function incorrectly by taking too 
high a share of the available processor execution time, or by blocking execution of 
the other element by locking a shared resource of some kind [11]. 

Update-cycle Set of steps required to complete the safe and secure update execution process of 

UP2DATE 

Update package Assemblage of files including the software image, configuration and update metadata. 

Virtualization layer Layer of software that establish independent execution environments in a single 

computer platform. This layer can be a separation kernel or a hypervisor if it supports 

virtualization. 
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10.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations 

ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems 

 MCCPS Mixed-Criticality Cyber Physical Systems 

API Application Programming Interface  MILS Multiple Independent Levels of Security 

CAN-FD Controller Area Network Flexible 
Data-Rate 

 MMU Memory Management Unit 

CCP Centralized Computing Platform  MPU Memory Protection Unit 

CPU Central Processing Unit  OTASU Over-The-Air Software Updates 

DMZ De-Militarized Zone  PMC Performance Monitoring Counters 

DoA Description of Action  PST Process Safety Time 

DTI Diagnostic Test Interval  RACH Architecture Requirements 

ECU Electronic Control Unit  RDF Restricted Data Flow 

ENISA European Union Agency for 
Network and Information security 

 RPLT Platform Requirements 

EUC Equipment Under Control  RPRO Update management Process 
Requirements 

EUCS European Cloud Services 
Certification scheme 

 RUCY Update-cycle Requirements 

FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis  SASE Safety and Security 

FSM-
CSM 

Functional Safety Management – 
Cyber-Security Management 

 SDM Safety Detector Manager 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit  SIL Safety Integrity Level 

HARA Hazard and Risk Analysis  SL Security Level 

HPEC High-Performance Embedded 
Computing 

 SUC System Under Consideration 

HSM Hardware Security Module  SUMS Software Update Management System 

IACS Industrial Automation and Control 
Systems 

 TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet  
Protocol 

IOMMU Input/Output Memory 
Management Unit 

 TRL Technology Readiness level 

IPC Inter-partition Communication  UNECE United Nation Economic Commission for  
Europe 

ISA Independent Safety Assessor  VDCM Vehicle Domain Control Module 

IVI In-vehicle Infotainment  WCET Worst-case Execution Time 

KPI Key Performance Indicator    
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Appendix A. Requirements 

This Appendix provides the description of UP2DATE requirements referenced throughout the document and a short summary on how they 
have been considered (architecture column). The requirements are based on safety and security standards and regulations and project 
requirements from WP2. Requirements are classified into: update management process (RPRO - Table 13), update execution cycle (RUCY - 
Table 14), architecture (RACH - Table 15) and use-cases and associated platforms (RPLT - Table 16). Note that use-case application 
requirements are not yet defined at this project phase and will be included in future D6.1 and D6.2 deliverables. 

Table 13:Update Management process requirements (RPRO) 

ID Description Source Architecture 

RPRO_01 
A software update procedure shall be defined and approved by a certification authority to 
initiate an update. 

IEC 61508-1 6.2.8, 7.16.2.1, 7.8.2.1 
IEC 62443-2-1 4.3.4.3.7 
IEC 62443-2-3 
UNECE 3.1 (a) 

Definition of an UP2DATE update management 
procedure 

RPRO_02 

The update procedure shall be initiated by any of the following events: 
a) Authorized modification request for safety-critical software modification; 
b) New available patch for solving discovered vulnerabilities; or 
c) New update available (non-safety/-security critical). 

IEC 61508-1 7.16.2.2, 
IEC 61508-3 7.8.2.2 
UNECE 3.1 (a, b, c) 
IEC 62443-4-1 11.2, SUM-1 

UP2DATE update management procedure: Update 
initiation phase 

RPRO_03 
The update procedure shall assess the impact of the proposed update on the system. The 
impact analysis shall determine the affected software modules and the necessary re-design 
and re-verification activities. 

IEC 61508-1 7.16.2.3, 
IEC 61508-3 7.8.2.3 
UNECE 3.1 (b), 7.1.1.5 
7.1.1.8, 7.1.1.9, 7.1.1.10 
IEC 62443-2-3 B.5.4 
IEC 62443-4-1 11.2, SUM-1 

UP2DATE update management procedure: impact 
analysis phase 

RPRO_04 

Authorization to do the update shall be dependent on the result of the impact analysis: 
a) If the update does not impact the compliance of any type approved system, the update 
can proceed without the need to contact a type approval authority. 
b) If the update may or will impact the compliance of one or more type approved systems, 
a return shall be initiated to an appropriate phase of the system safety and security lifecycle 
and a type approval authority shall issue an extension or a new certification for the affected 
systems. 

IEC 61508-1 7.16.2.5, 7.16.2.6 
IEC 61508-3 7.8.2.5, 7.8.2.10 
UNECE 3.1 (c), (d) 

UP2DATE update management procedure: update 
authorization, safe and secure SW development 
process and extension or new certificate phases 

RPRO_05 
Depending on the result of the impact analysis (e.g., number of software modules affected 
by the update, the criticality of the affected software modules and the nature of the 
update): 

IEC 61508-3 Table A.8 
IEC 61508-7 C5.23 

UP2DATE update management procedure: Safe and 
secure SW development-process phase 
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ID Description Source Architecture 

- only the updated software module can be reverified; 
- all affected software modules can be reverified; or 
- the complete system can be reverified. 

RPRO_06 
The update shall be carried out as planned, ensuring that the employed update execution is 
safe and secure. 

IEC 61508-3 7.8.2.6, 7.8.2.7 
UNECE 3.1 (e) 

UP2DATE update management procedure: Safe and 
secure update execution phase 

RPRO_07 

Software updates shall be documented. This documentation shall include but is not limited 
to: 
a) Update request report 
b) Impact analysis and updated hazard and risk analysis report 
c) Reverification and revalidation data and results 
d) All functional safety management documents affected by the update 
e) Product version to which the update applies 

IEC 61508-1 7.16.2.4, 7.16.2.7 
IEC 61508-3 7.8.2.4, 7.8.2.8, 
7.8.2.9, Table A.8 
UNECE 3.1 (b) 
IEC 62443-4-1 11.3, SUM-2, 11.4, 
SUM-3 

UP2DATE update management procedure: Software 
Update documentation and identification phase 
(update log) 

RPRO_08 
The update process and the decisions made shall be periodically validated by a certification 
authority. 

UNECE 3.1 (f) 
UP2DATE update management procedure: Periodic 
type approval validation phase 

 

Table 14: Update execution cycle requirements (RUCY) 

ID Description Source Architecture 

RUCY_01 
The design method shall facilitate safe software modifications by features such as 
modularity, testability, information hiding and encapsulation. 

IEC 61508-3 7.4.2.4, 7.4.5.3  
The update-cycle and architecture of UP2DATE is built 
upon a modular approach. 

RUCY_02 

It shall be possible to update modules/subsystems with this granularity:  
- Full system update (except update management software). 
- Gateway firmware 
- Partition (including UP2DATE monitoring services, user partitions). 
- GPU code. 
- Configuration parameters of the application 
- Security related protocols / algorithms  

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD4, A_UPD4, 
A_UPD5, R_PLT3, R_UPD3, 
AG_NFN3) 

The server checks that the file type is for the 
supported update granularities and the installation 
step supports the mentioned update types. 

RUCY_03 
Initial and updated software versions shall be uniquely identified, including integrity 
validation data, relevant hardware components and versions. 

UNECE 7.1.1.2 The update repository includes such information. 

RUCY_04 It shall be verified that the software update addresses the intended security vulnerabilities. IEC 62443-4-1 11.2, SUM-1 

Before initiating an update, the server checks whether 
the target device has the associated vulnerability. Then 
after update installation runs the check again to 
confirm that the vulnerability has been solved. 

RUCY_05 
When updating interdependent software components, it shall be possible to apply 
coherency checks and provide evidence to assure that all required devices are updated with 
the required files and versions. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (R_UPD4, R_UPD5) 
Dependencies are defined in the update package 
metadata (horizontal properties) and checked before 
initiating the update download (coherency checking 
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service) and during the update (before its activation) 
on the gateway (update Verification service). 

RUCY_06 It shall be possible to identify the target systems and devices for a software update. UNECE 7.1.1.6 
The SUMS provide the services to identify target 
devices for the update (update target identification 
service). 

RUCY_07 It shall be possible to inform about the update. UNECE 7.2.2.2 
The SUMS provide the services to inform users about 
updates (update notification service). 

RUCY_08 
The release and distribution of the update shall follow either a pulling or a pushing 
approach. 

UP2DATE use-cases (new) (railway 
and automotive) 

The update distribution approach is defined for each 
update package (in the metadata) and the SUMS 
releases the updates based on it. 

RUCY_09 The delivery of updates shall be accomplished in a timely manner. IEC 62443-4-1 11.6, SUM-5 

The timeframes for update delivery are defined for 
each update package (in the metadata) and the SUMS 
releases the updates and monitors their status based 
on it. 

RUCY_10 
The update mechanism shall be able to do offline updates (the system is in a safe-state) as 
well as online and runtime updates (the system is running). 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD6, G_NFN3) 

The required update dynamicity is sent together with 
the update package (in the metadata) and the update 
manager in the gateway executes the update based on 
it. 

RUCY_11 

The update mechanism shall identify interdependencies of the updated software 
component with other system components and integration tests performed to guarantee 
the correct interaction of all software subsystems and verify the update does not introduce 
regressions. 

IEC 61508-3 7.4.8.3, Table A.8, 4b 
IEC 62443-2-3 11.2, SUM-1 
IEC 62443-4-1 

Dependencies are included in the update package 
metadata (horizontal properties) and checked with 
respect to the target system before initiating the 
update download (virtual Compatibility and 
Integration check). 
Then, the online monitoring partition continuously 
evaluates 
SASE metrics to guarantee that the system meets its 
specification. 

RUCY_12 
The update mechanism shall assess and confirm the compatibility of the software update 
with the system's software/hardware configuration. 

UNECE 7.1.1.7 

Configuration properties are included in the update 
package metadata (vertical properties) and checked 
with respect to the target system before initiating the 
update download (virtual Compatibility and 
Integration check). 
Then, the online monitoring partition continuously 
evaluates 
SASE metrics to guarantee that the configuration is 
suitable. 
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RUCY_13 
It shall be possible to assess that the update execution mechanism will not impact safety 
when executed while the system is running, otherwise, the update shall be executed offline 
(in a safe-state). 

UNECE 7.1.4.1 

The virtual Compatibility and Integration check on the 
server evaluates whether there are enough resources 
for the update by means of SASE metrics.  
Then, the online monitoring partition observes  
SASE metrics during the execution of the update to 
guarantee that resource usage is not exceeded. 

RUCY_14 
The update mechanism shall ensure that only authorized and uncorrupted updates are sent 
to both the gateway or end-devices and their authenticity, confidentiality and integrity shall 
be preserved. 

UNECE 7.1.3.1, 7.2.1.1 
IEC 62443-4-1 11.5, SUM-4 
IEC 62443-4-2 EDR 3.10, EDR 3.10 
RE (1), NDR 3.10, NDR 3.10 RE (1) 
UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD1, R_NFN7) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

VPN-based Server-gateway secure communication 

RUCY_15 
The update mechanism shall provide protection from malicious code installation and 
execution. 

IEC 62443-4-2 (EDR 3.2, NDR 3.2) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

The update manager provides integrity and attributes 
monitoring (digital signature) and the program 
memory is protected from unauthorized modification 
by access control. 

RUCY_16 
The update mechanism shall provide means to manage also the update of an embedded 
use-case with no file system. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_PLT2) 
The end-device bootloader is designed to manage 
updates with no file system 

RUCY_17 
The functionality and appropriateness of the software update shall be verified and 
validated. 

UNECE 7.1.3.3 
The update manager on the gateway runs update 
verification services for both gateway and end-device 
updates 

RUCY_18 
For runtime updates, there shall be means to validate the update during execution without 
impacting on system operation. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD5) 
Updated partitions will be executed in the background 
for a pre-defined period of time where they are 
validated without interrupting system operation. 

RUCY_19 

The update shall only be activated upon fulfilment of safety conditions including but not 
limited to:  
- it is safe to execute online or runtime updates, otherwise the system shall wait until safe-
state is reached to execute it offline, 
- during offline and online updates it shall be guaranteed that safe conditions to interrupt 
the software under update are given 
- there is enough power to complete the update,  
- if the update needs additional action from a skilled person to be completed, it shall be 
confirmed that this person is present 

UNECE (7.1.4.1, 7.1.4.2, 7.2.2.1.2, 
7.2.2.1.3, 7.2.2.3) 

The update manager on the gateway checks safety 
conditions contained in the update metadata and 
performs the update activation accordingly. 

RUCY_20 It shall be possible to activate updates in a parallel fashion in multiple end-devices. 
UP2DATE D2.1 (R_NFN4, R_UPD1, 
R_UPD2) 

The update manager on the gateway manages the 
synchronized update of several end-devices 

RUCY_21 
It shall be possible to rollback to previous version or to switch the system to the safe-state / 
known secure state after a disruption or failure, or if the update process is interrupted or 
unsatisfactory. 

UNECE 7.2.2.1.1 
IEC 62443-4-2 CR 7.4 

The update manager on the gateway controls the 
execution of the update and includes rollback services 
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UP2DATE D2.1 (A_UPD6, R_NFN2) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

RUCY_22 
There shall be means to inform of the success or failure of the update as well as of the 
changes implemented by the update. 

UNECE 7.2.2.4 
An update status information service on the server 
obtains update information from gateway and updates 
a log 

RUCY_23 
There shall be means for remote diagnosis and monitoring of the end-devices for update 
validation. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (R_NFN5) 
Continuous runtime observation of a subset of the 
SASE metrics on end-devices and transfer to 
gateway/server for remote evaluation 

RUCY_24 There shall be means for continuous security monitoring. 
IEC 62443-4-2 CR 6.2 
UP2DATE D2.3 

Continuous runtime observation of SASE metrics and 
transfer to server for evaluation and visualization 

RUCY_25 
The UP2DATE gateway shall implement techniques to protect the system against residual 
specification and implementation faults in software. 

IEC 61508-3 Table A.2 (3b, 3c) 
IEC 61508-7 C.3.4 

Fault management on hypervisor as well as runtime 
monitoring of SASE metrics 

Table 15: Architecture requirements (RACH) 

ID Description Source Architecture 

RACH_01 
The UP2DATE architecture shall be in line with safety (e.g., IEC 61508, ISO-26262, EN 5012x) 
and security standard (e.g., IEC 62443, ISO-21434) requirements. 

IEC 61508-2 Annex A 
IEC 61508-3 Annex A, 7.9.2.14, 
7.4.2.7 
UP2DATE D2.1 (AG_NFN4, 
AG_NFN5) 

Safety and security requirements from IEC 61508 and 
IEC 62443 allocated to services and architectural 
elements 

RACH_02 The UP2DATE architecture shall be designed following a defence-in-depth strategy.  IEC 62443-4-1 7.3 SD-2 
Reference architecture based on concatenated 
security levels and partitioned gateway with internal 
security barriers 

RACH_03 
The gateway and end-device configuration shall be defined during design stage, 
programmed using qualified tools and protected from unintended runtime modification. 

IEC 61508-2 7.4.9.3 d) 
IEC 61508-3 7.2.2.5 b), 7.4.2.14 b) 

Gateway (re)configuration defined at design time and 
enforced by certifiable hypervisor, which protects it 
from unintended modification 

RACH_04 The architecture shall provide logging capability. 
IEC 62443-4-2 CR 2.8 
UP2DATE D2.3 

Hypervisor and/or operating systems will collect and 
record relevant security data and transmit it to the 
server 

RACH_05 
The gateway and end-devices shall support a secure boot by verifying the integrity and 
authenticity of the boot process. 

IEC 62443-4-2 EDR 3.14, 13.9.3 (1), 
NDR 3.14, 15.11.3 (1) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

Authenticated secure boot in both gateway (update 
activation service) and end-devices (update 
programming service) 

RACH_06 
The architecture shall protect the update mechanisms from being compromised and 
appropriate methods shall be implemented to load valid software elements and correct 
data into the run-time system. 

IEC 61508-3 6.2.3 
UNECE 7.1.3.2 
IEC 62443-4-1 5.9, SM-7 

VPN-based Server-gateway secure communication 
provides user authentication, update package 
authenticity, integrity and measures against data 
manipulation  
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RACH_07 
The architecture shall protect safety related parameters against invalid, out of range or 
untimely values; unauthorized changes; and corruption. 

IEC 61508-3 7.2.2.13 
Safety communication (e.g., black channel with failure 
protection by CRC) 

RACH_08 
The UP2DATE approach shall support the confidentiality of the software update and meta-
data at rest. 

IEC 62443-4-2 CR 4.1 a) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

Encryption for sensitive update storage 

RACH_09 
Techniques and measures shall be implemented to support safe and secure 
communications. 

IEC 61508-2 7.4.11.2 
IEC 61508-3 7.9.2.13 
IEC 62443-4-2 CR 3.1, 7.3.3 (1), CR 
4.1 b) 
UP2DATE D2.3 

VPN-based Server-gateway secure communication 
based on established and tested cryptographic 
primitives and well-known key generation 
methodologies and standards  

RACH_10 
It shall exist a logical and physical segmentation between: 
a) control system networks and non-control system networks; and 
b) critical control system networks and other control system networks. 

IEC 62443-3-3 9.3 SR 5.1, 9.3.3.1 SR 
5.1 RE 1, 9.3.3.2 SR 5.1 RE 2, 9.3.3.3 
SR 5.1 RE 3 

The network of the reference architecture is divided 
into several logical segments (each zone is allocated 
into a logical segment). 
Within the gateway, partitioning provides logical 
segmentation of critical control systems and non-
critical parts. 

RACH_11 
Communications at zone boundaries shall be monitored and controlled to enforce 
compartmentalization and defence-in-depth. 

IEC 62443-3-3 9.4 SR 5.2, 9.4.3.1 SR 
5.2 RE 1, 9.4.3.2 SR 5.2 RE 2, 9.4.3.3 
SR 5.2 RE 3 

All zone boundaries of the reference architecture are 
supervised and managed through firewalls, in which a 
security policy is enforced: all network traffic denied 
by default, and legitimate and required 
communications allowed. 
Within the gateway, inter-partition communication 
provides access control 

RACH_12 
Transmission and receipt of general-purpose person-to-person messages from users or 
systems external to the control system shall be prevented. 

IEC 62443-3-3 9.5 SR 5.3, 9.5.3.1 SR 
5.3 RE 1 

All general-purpose person-to-person communications 
on the reference architecture are blocked, if not 
intrinsically necessary  

RACH_13 
Data, applications and services shall be partitioned based on their criticality to facilitate 
implementing a zoning model. 

IEC 62443-3-3 9.6 SR 5.4 

Low-level control elements are allocated in the end-
devices layer 
The gateway hosts both safety-related and non-safety-
related functions and services based on proper 
partitioning.  

RACH_14 

The architecture shall provide: 
a) identification and authentication of human user, software process and devices in all 
system interfaces that provide access to them; and 
b) authorization and access control schemes for previous users based on their assigned 
responsibilities. 

IEC 62443-4-2 CR1.1, CR1.2, CR 2.1 
UP2DATE D2.3 

VPN secure communication tunnel based on TLS 
between server and gateway. Key/password based 
identification and authentication. 

RACH_15 
The gateway shall be able to run mixed-criticality software (at most up to SIL3) by means of 
a hardware abstraction layer such as a hypervisor, that shall guarantee real-time execution 
of tasks, temporal and spatial isolation and resource virtualization. 

IEC 61508-3 7.2.2.4, 7.4.2.8, 7.4.2.9 
UP2DATE D2.1 (R_NFN6, G_PLT4, 
AG_NFN2, A_NFN3) 

Partitioned architecture 
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RACH_16 
The hypervisor shall be of the highest systematic capability of any of the elements which 
are required to be independent. 

IEC 61508-3 Annex F.6 
Certifiable hypervisor in accordance to functional 
safety and security standards  

RACH_17 
The gateway shall provide an interference free and safe inter-partition communication 
mechanism. 

IEC 61508-3 Annex F.4 
The hypervisor provides non-blocking inter-partition 
communication services with pre-defined 
configuration and access control  

RACH_18 
The gateway shall provide resource management capability to limit the use of shared 
resources and protect against contention and resource exhaustion. 

IEC 61508-3 Annex F.5 
IEC 62443-4-2 CR 7.2, 11.4.1 

The hypervisor manages system resources based on 
pre-defined configuration and runtime monitoring 
protects against resource exhaustion. 

RACH_19 
The UP2DATE gateway shall be able to maintain essential services (such as safety functions) 
during a denial-of-service  event. 

IEC 62443-4-2 11.3 CR 7.1 
The hypervisor and runtime monitoring mechanisms 
guarantee that each partition has the required 
resources. 

RACH_20 
The gateway shall include mechanisms to detect and react to any violation of 
independence. 

IEC 61508-3 7.4.2.9 
The hypervisor and runtime monitoring mechanisms 
detect independence violations and take pre-defined 
system actions (e.g., move to a safe-state). 

RACH_21 
The hardware and software of monitor should be classified and qualified in accordance with 
an appropriate SIL. 

IEC 61508-3 Table A.2 (3b, 3c) 
IEC 61508-7 C.3.4 

Online monitoring partition of highest system SIL 

RACH_22 

The software stack (hardware abstraction layer and operating system) shall provide means 
for observing properties (e.g., timing, communication status or temperature), by: 
- Observation points in each partition  
- Observation traces storage and transmission to monitoring services 
- Monitors that check the observed (sub)trace 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD2, R_UPD6) 
A runtime monitoring strategy is adopted in the 
architecture including such features. 

RACH_23 

The monitoring functionality shall operate by either one of the following methods:  
- By accessing processor utilisation metrics from the virtualization layer or operating 
system. 
- By monitoring performance counters within each application and by reporting them back 
to the monitoring service.  

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_UPD3) 
Each partition and the virtualization layer integrate 
event recorders. 

RACH_24 
The monitoring services on the gateway shall provide power consumption estimation at 
runtime by models based on performance counters.  

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_NFN1) 
Deliverable D5.1 specifies the monitoring events, 
including power. 

RACH_25 
Access to performance counters in each partition (observers) shall be available for the 
realization of the monitoring services. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT7) 
The monitoring partition collects the observations of 
all other partitions and end-devices. 

 

Table 16: Platform requirements (RPLT) 

ID Description Source Architecture 

RPLT_01 
The UP2DATE middleware on the gateway shall be integrated on top of open source 
virtualization layers and operating systems. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT5) 
Use-cases based on KVM, Xen, Docker. 
OS: Linux with real-time support. 
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RPLT_02 
The UP2DATE middleware on the gateway shall be independent from the specific 
virtualization layer, which shall be exchangeable.  

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT6) Libvirt makes KVM, Xen, Docker exchangeable. 

RPLT_03 
The software developed for the UP2DATE Gateway and Server shall be platform 
independent. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (R_PLT2, R_PLT4) 

Server: container-based approach 
Multiple gateway platform implementation (NVIDIA 
Xavier, Zynq UL+ and Renesas RCAR) with abstraction 
through virtualization layer and libvirt  

RPLT_04 
The hardware platform for the research gateway shall be the same used in the Railway use-
case and compatible with End-device of the Automotive use-case. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT1) 
Research and railway gateway based on NVIDIA Xavier 
and Zynq UL+ 

RPLT_05 
The hardware platform for the research gateway shall provide at least these peripherals: 
Ethernet, UART, CAN (FD). 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT2) NVIDIA Xavier and Zynq UL+ include such interfaces 

RPLT_06 
The hardware platform shall be heterogeneous, meaning that it should be a System-on-
Chip with a multicore processor and either a FPGA or GPUs. In this last case the GPU shall 
be available for general operations not limited to graphic processing. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (G_PLT3) 
NVIDIA Xavier provides GPGPUs, which will be 
prioritized over the FPGA provided by Zynq UL+. 

RPLT_07 HW platform for the UP2DATE gateway shall be based on an ARM multicore platform. UP2DATE D2.1 (R_PLT1) 
Research and railway gateway based on NVIDIA Xavier 
and Zynq UL+ (both include ARM cores) 

RPLT_08 
The HW/SW platform for the UP2DATE gateway shall allow the applications running on it 
the use of an Ethernet communications port with TCP/IP network stack. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (R_PLT5) NVIDIA Xavier and Zynq UL+ include such interfaces 

RPLT_09 The protocols used for the OTASU shall be TCP/IP based. UP2DATE D2.1 (R_NFN3) 
TCP/IP based connection between railway gateway 
and end-devices 

RPLT_10 
Mean CPU load increase due to UP2DATE middleware overhead during OTASU shall be 
lower than 25% on railway end-devices. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (R_NFN1) 
Main update load is on the gateway and a lightweight 
bootloader will be integrated on end-devices. 

RPLT_11 
The HW microcontroller for the automotive use-case shall be an Infineon AURIX™ Tricore ™ 
SAK TC397XP-256. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_PLT1) 
Infineon AURIX™ Tricore ™ SAK TC397XP-256 end-
devices 

RPLT_12 The UP2DATE software entities shall be AUTOSAR compliant. 
UP2DATE D2.1 (AG_PLT7, A_PLT5, 
A_PLT3) 

AUTOSAR compliant software on automotive use-case 

RPLT_13 The peripheral for Gateway – End-device communication shall be CAN (FD). UP2DATE D2.1 (A_PLT4) 
CAN (FD) based connection between automotive 
gateway and end-devices 

RPLT_14 

The automotive gateway hardware platform shall have a high-performance computing 
processor. The following features are desirable for such platform: 
- Hierarchical memory with multi-level caches 
- Cryptography engine 
- Storage interfaces (e.g., SDD, SDIO, eMMC) 
- Communication interfaces (e.g., UART, SPI, CAN/CANFD, I2C, PCIe, FLEXRAY, Ethernet). 
- Audio and Video interfaces. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (AG_PLT1, 
AG_PLT2, AG_PLT3, AG_PLT4, 
AG_PLT5, AG_PLT6) 

Automotive gateway based on Renesas R-Car H3  

RPLT_15 
All the UP2DATE software entities (middleware, crypto lib etc.) for OTASU on automotive 
end-devices shall have the possibility to be called in synchronous and asynchronous mode. 
A status of the function shall be always available in case of asynchronous mode. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_UPD2) 
End-device software design (bootloader and 
monitoring) 
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RPLT_16 
All the UP2DATE software entities (middleware, crypto lib etc.) for OTASU on automotive 
end-devices shall be designed as re-entrant. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_UPD3) 
End-device software design (bootloader and 
monitoring) 

RPLT_17 
All the UP2DATE software entities for OTASU on automotive end-devices shall have a 
footprint under 100KiB (ROM) and 20KiB (RAM).  

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_UPD1) 
Main update load is on the gateway and a lightweight 
bootloader will be integrated on end-devices. 

RPLT_18 
The OTASU update time shall be 50% less than w.r.t current mean update time on the 
automotive domain. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (A_NFN1) 
Remote updating solutions seek to improve update 
time 

RPLT_19 
The mean CPU load increase during runtime verification shall be less than 5% on 
automotive end-devices. 

UP2DATE D2.1 (AG_NFN1, 
A_NFN2) 

Main verification tasks are performed by the gateway 
to reduce the impact on end-devices 

 


